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Introduction 

This Energy Options Study report commissioned by Chantal Lass and Marcus Lawler is focussed upon 

assessing commercial opportunities for Hastings Borough Council. It aims to address opportunities 

for further investigation in relation to areas where financial savings and income streams may be 

assessed. These opportunities are focussed around areas of energy and fleet efficiency, low carbon 

and renewable energy generation and incentives and income streams from energy related 

technologies.  

Opportunities investigated include a variety of energy efficiency technologies, measures and 

controls within the Council owned and operated estate. For the purposes of this report, ‘operated’ 

means buildings at which the Council pays the entirety of the energy bills. These opportunities were 

assessed and compiled based only on the owned and operated buildings visited. Whilst we have 

seen clear savings available at other buildings visited and these are set out later in the report, they 

are not portrayed and tabled as financial savings because they do not provide direct savings to 

Hastings BC. That said, there may be potential for partnership and joint working in many of these 

cases and where this looks viable, it is discussed.  

One such potential opportunity is demand side response opportunities. These are a range of 

opportunities operated as part of the UK National Grid capacity market.  The basis of this is that the 

UK, at certain times (what some might describe as Coronation Street moments when large swathes 

of the population get up from their collective sofas at the intermission and switch on their collective 

kettles) demands more electrical power than the power stations can provide. Clearly these times are 

generally infrequent and short lived.  UK grid’s solution to this, rather than build or un mothball 

large numbers of additional and expensive power stations, is to request of large energy consumers 

that they turn down or turn off their equipment (motors, pumps, chillers and air handling units) for 

short periods during these periods of excessive demand. With sufficient numbers of heavy industry 

and large energy consumers doing this, there is no need to fire up power stations and the National 

Grid makes large cost savings.  

The Grid shares some of these savings with the organisations that have helped them. Rates vary but 

currently, for every MW of capacity freed up, the Grid will pay £45,000. If the organisation can 

provide 3MW, they can deal with the Grid directly. For most organisations, this is not the case and 

this is shared between an aggregator and the organisation with the latter getting the dominant 

share. CLS Energy ltd work in partnership with the UK’s largest aggregator and would be happy to 

discuss how we could approach this with some of the Council’s commercial tenants. This would be 

on the basis that whilst the tenant pays the energy bills, the Council will in many circumstances own 

the electrical plant of interest. In this situation, the potential is for organisations to control the 

energy use of their large equipment.   
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We have also looked at renewable and low carbon energy generation technologies such as wind 

turbines, solar photovoltaics (PV) and combined heat and power (CHP). We have looked at PV on 

Council owned and operated roofs as well as on roofs owned and leased out by the Council. There 

are roofs amongst these that are asbestos covered and we believe we may have found a cost-

efficient solution to replacing these with energy generating roofs. We have carried out some work 

on heat networks for the area. This has involved some investigation into areas including Bohemia, 

the Promenade, Ponswood and the Hospital. There are also some novel technologies such as 

Resomation (aka alkaline hydrolysis) - see cremation section that we have sought to bring details of. 

Work has been conducted into Council policies and systems to ascertain where savings could be 

made here. Finally, we have conducted some investigation into the Council’s fleet. This is an area 

which we feel more benefits could be expected pending the provision of more details.  

The report sets out the key findings within tables at the beginning of each section and explains the 

technology and paybacks thereafter. 
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Energy Saving Technologies and Measures 

Selected Key Performance Indicators: 

At the request of Hastings Borough Council, our report sets out energy and cost data as its key 

performance indicators. The report initiates recommendations and opportunities for energy savings 

and potential energy and revenue generation opportunities. These are set out in terms of energy 

savings measures ranked in ascending order of payback.  

The following sections address renewable and low carbon energy generation technologies and large-

scale wind and solar solutions.  

The next section looks at opportunities to address aspects of operation and policy in a different way.  

This is followed by fleet opportunities and recommendations and concludes with a summary of 

findings. 

 

The summary table below discusses 15 measures at Council sites that were visited during April 2017. 

These set out opportunities at sites that are owned and operated by HBC. These are specifically 

Public Conveniences, Carlisle House Underground car park and Priory Street MSCP, Muriel Matters 

House and the Tourist Information Centre. There were several sites visited that are owned by HBC 

but recommendations for these have not been tabled because the savings made by their 

implementation would be achieved by the energy bill payer (the tenant). These areas are discussed 

later in the report because in some cases, there are opportunities for partnership working to achieve 

and share these savings. 

There are a further two lines of this table relating to savings that can be achieved on the Ranger 4x4 

vehicles operated by HBC and these are discussed later in the fleet section. 
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Hastings Borough Council Operated Properties 

Summary Table of findings 

 

Taken together, these measures tabled above and derived from assessments at just 9 sites, account 

for savings of 12.1% in energy use across the Hastings Borough Council estate. This amounts to 

almost 459MWh of energy savings and £35,361 of financial savings at a cost of £89,908 which would 

cumulatively pay back in 2.54 years on an average 10% ROI. 

 

 

Assessment Findings:

Detail of 

Measure 

Identified Applicability

Identified 

Energy Savings 

Yr 1 (kWh)

Averaged 

annual savings 

(£) 

Capital cost 

to instigate 

(£)

Pay back 

period 

(Years) ROI

Energy

Measure 1

Available 

Supply 

Capacity

Muriel Matters 

House 0 1715 0 0 3

Measure 2
Public 

Conveniences
4 sites 134101 13207 3600 0.27

3

Measure 3
Behavioural 

Change

Muriel Matters 

House & Crem
27851 1378 1900 1.38

1

Measure 4

Foil backing to 

external 

radiators

Muriel Matters 

House
12181 193 333 1.73

6

Measure 5
Radiator Pipe 

Lagging

Muriel Matters 

House
44407 702 2002 2.85

20

Measure 6
Server AC 

Control

Muriel Matters 

House
5938 594 1800.00 3.03

4

Measure 7
Lighting 

Controls

Muriel Matters 

House
13591 1180 4000 3.39

6

Measure 8
Relamping and 

Control

Carlisle House 

Underground CP
38080 4303 17450 4.06

21

Measure 9 Roof Insulation
Chapel #2 

Crematorium
5463 87 362 4.17

26

Measure 10

Thermostatic 

Radiator 

Valves

Muriel Matters 

House
26101 413 1749.5 4.24

3

Measure 11 BMS
Muriel Matters 

House
36404 2280 10000 4.39

5

Measure 12
Relamping and 

Control

Tourist 

information 

Centre

4575 930 4493 4.83

20

Measure 13
Relamping and 

Control
Priory MSCP 66820 7691 38562 5.01

20

Measure 14 Pipe Insulation
Muriel Matters 

House
10932 173 906 5.24

17

Measure 15 Boiler Controls
Muriel Matters 

House
32626 516 2750 5.33

2

Totals 459070 35361 89908 2.54 10
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Measure 1 

Available Supply Capacity 

The site is being operated with a threshold allowance agreed with the energy provider of almost 

225kVa. During the 12 months of data provided to us, the site has never exceeded 63kVa. There is a 

simple saving that can be delivered here of around £1,700 per year simply by addressing this. This 

will carry no cost to the organisation and will provide an immediate payback. We would be happy to 

arrange this on your behalf once we have seen additional billing and are content with the current 

usage. 

CLS Energy Ltd can arrange to carry this work out on your behalf should you so wish for a fixed 

payment. Full details of how to address this have been sent privately and separately to officers of 

Hastings Borough Council. 
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Measure 2. Public Conveniences 

  
 

The images above are of Harold Place public conveniences in Hastings and Coastguard public 

conveniences in Hastings Country Park Nature Reserve. Whilst the former is now closed, it was, pre-

closure apparently consuming some 58,225kWh or £7,401 worth of electricity per year (indeed 

previous Council records were showing this figure to be as high as £17,402.48 of electricity per year).  

Because the site is now locked and closed to us for investigatory purposes, we were unable to 

establish the reasons behind this. If there are any expectations that this may reopen, we would 

recommend a return visit to investigate further. We understand that this site has been powered 

down. We would strongly recommend that this be double checked.  

For context, the average UK residential home consumes around 4,700kWh of electricity per year. As 

such, even using the lower figure of 58,225kWh, Harold Place energy consumption equates to the 

consumption of more than 12 UK homes annually.  

The second image shows the Public Conveniences at Coastguard. This site is still open to the public. 

Energy consumption here from the estimated billing provided amounts to 77,744kWh per year at a 

cost to the Council of £7,500:04.  

Worst Case Scenario 

For context, if all of the electrical equipment in this “Coastguard” public convenience block 

(amounting to 10 light fittings, 3 Air Fury Hand Dryers, a Dimplex wall heater, and a Redring Vortex 

water heater) were to be left running constantly for every moment of every day throughout the 

year, together they would consume 88,423kWh of electricity (£8,530:30) only 12% more than HBC 

are currently being billed for. For more context, this 77,744kWh of electricity consumed equates to 

more than 16 semi-detached residential homes worth of electricity consumption over a year.  

We have calculated savings using a set of solutions which we believe will deliver significant savings 

on just four of the public conveniences (excluding Harold Place). This will need to be investigated at 

each site.  The anticipated returns are as set out in M1 above and specifically below: 

Detail Applicability kWh year one 
saving 

Average Year 
one saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 2. 
Public 
Convenience 
Controls 

1.Coast Guard 
2.Warrior 
Square 
3.Marina 
Pavilion 
4.Buckshole 

134,101 13,207 3,600 0.27 
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We would be happy to bring our approved electricians to investigate and rectify this. 

This issue and that of other public conveniences highlights a greater issue, that of reliance on 

estimated billing and the need to take control of this (see later sections on Laser, sub metering and 

P272). 

CLS Energy Ltd can arrange for its partner electricians to attend site, establish and confirm what we 

believe to be the issues and rectify these. We can provide a fixed rate for these sites. 
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Measure 3. Behaviour Change 

Behavioural Training and Policy Options.  

There are several areas in which changing behaviours of staff would help the Council to save energy 

and consequently, costs. We understand that the last time energy champions met was around 2-3 

years ago. We would recommend that an energy champions group of volunteers be commissioned 

by senior management, alongside this, an energy policy setting out energy set points, expectations 

and behaviours of staff should be agreed and adopted by senior managers. We would be happy to 

draft such a policy of code of conduct as required. 

Tourist information Centre (TIC) - Equipment (heater) removal 

No fewer than 8 under desk heaters were found to be available in the Tourist Information Centre. It 

is unclear how many of these are in regular use. However, based on assumptions that half of these 

(4) are operating 2 hours a day throughout the heating season, only Monday to Friday and excluding 

bank holidays, they would consume 2,093kWH which at current rates would cost the Council around 

£221/year based on current energy rates. 

    

    
2.1kW 0.8kW 2.0kW 2.0kW 

 

We would also recommend that the energy champions ‘energisers’ be trained to understand not 

only how to save energy and get their colleagues to do likewise, but also to understand the reasons 

why they are doing this – not least because different people are incentivised by different 

justifications.  

CLS Energy would be pleased to assist the Council to design a policy and to provide training of staff in 

areas of sustainability, climate change, environment, energy and cost savings. We understand that 

there are plans to install split air conditioning units to the floor above the TIC to serve the Council 

chamber and meeting rooms. This will of course increase energy use and, if it is to take place, we 

would advise that, for comfort and efficiency, DX units be used and that these be inverter driven. 
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Detail Applicability kWh year 
one 
saving 

Average 
Year one 
saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 3. 
Behavioural 
Change  

1.Muriel Matters (Aquila) 
House. 
2.Tourist Information 
Centre (TIC) 
3.Crem 

25,758 1,157 1,900 1.64 

 

CLS Energy Ltd can provide training on issues including climate change, sustainability, energy, 

transport, waste and or a combination of these. If we carry this out at Hastings Borough Council 

premises, we can deliver a day training for £950 or a half day for £650. Expenses, lunch, refreshments 

and VAT would be additional.  

 

Measure 4. External wall radiator foil backing - Muriel Matters (Aquila) House 

Factoring the external cladding to this building, we have taken a conservative saving for this and 

note a payback in under 2 years. This would increase with increasing costs of gas. Costs are reliant 

on this being installed by in house staff.  

Detail Applicability kWh year 
one 
saving 

Average 
Year one 
saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 4. 
Radiator Foil 
Backing  

Muriel Matters (Aquila) 
House. 
 

12,181 193 333 1.73 

 

We would strongly recommend that this is carried out by in-house maintenance staff as it is not 

difficult and would keep costs down.  
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Measure 5. Central Heating Pipe Lagging (Electric Radiant Heating) - Muriel Matters (Aquila) House 

 
 

It is recognised that the heating system at Muriel Matters House is a ‘wet’ central heating system 

with most of the radiators being single skin. The pipework to these is not insulated and large 

diameter (up to around 41mm) cast iron and a substantial amount of heat to the offices is delivered 

by these pipes.  

Calculations for insulating these pipes are set out below: 

Detail Applicability kWh year 
one 
saving 

Average 
Year one 
saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 5. 
Radiator Pipe 
Lagging  

Muriel Matters (Aquila) 
House. 
 

44,407 702 2,002 2.85 

 

We would recommend that this be carried out by in-house maintenance staff. Insulation material for 

this purpose this can be procured from any reputable DIY store. 

See images below: 
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Exposed radiator heating pipework around the perimeter of Muriel Matters House 

 

As a result, because the controls to the radiators, where in place, are old thermostatic radiator 

valves (TRVs), these are not controlling heat dispersed through the pipes and as such room 

temperatures are not being properly controlled. It would be recommended that these pipes be 

insulated and the TRVs replaced with electronically controlled TRVs (see measure 7 later).  

As an alternative to this, and given the age of this wet system, there may be potential to consider an 

electrically powered radiant heating system. This could be powered in part by a solar PV array to the 

roof. This PV array is discussed later in the report. 

We currently have a potential opportunity for a heavily subsidised or free trial of an electric radiant 

heat technology. This would be to test this in a UK public sector setting. The technology is relatively 

risk free since, if it did not deliver the savings suggested, it could be disconnected with no cost for 

the technology. As certified measurement and verification professionals, we could work with 

Hastings BC to test and prove such a system. 
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Measure 6. Server Room A/C 

There are three air conditioning units serving the Council’s computer server room. These are 

relatively new and quite efficient with built in inverter drives that help to control their operation. 

These units are all Mitsubishi PUHZ-RP50VHA3 models with serial numbers 85UOO286, 8ZUO2O75 

and 8ZUO2O72.  

Cooling capacities for each of these are 1.416kW (making each loosely equivalent to the energy 

consumed by a domestic kettle in energy consumption). However, in contrast to a kettle, they 

operate 24/7/365. By installing controls on these, we would expect to achieve a 20% saving across 

these units and deliver a payback in 3 years. Images are set out below with details below these: 

  
 

Detail Applicability kWh year 
one 
saving 

Average 
Year one 
saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 
6. Server 
Room A/C 
Controls  

Muriel Matters 
(Aquila) House. 
 

5,938 594 1,800 3.03 

 

We work with a partner organisation that can provide and install this ECA list registered technology 

for a cost of £600 + VAT per unit. There would be a small additional charge for travel expenses. 

CCTV A/C Control 

Whist we have not placed a formalised calculation on this (because data was unavailable), the 

cooling outlet of the air conditioning unit in the CCTV room on the ground floor of Muriel Matters 

house is directly beneath the large Plasma TV screen. As such it is being affected by the heat 

produced from this TV screen.  

The control of the A/C in this room should be adjusted within a dead band of around 19 to 22C. A 1C 

reduction in temperature adjustment on such a unit would result in an approximate 8% cost saving. 
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Measure 7. Lighting Control (Daylight Dimming) 

The office area of the building is 14.76m wide by 31.09m long (excluding lift lobby). 

With meeting rooms in each corner, the office is of open plan construction and has six rows of 55W 

T5 LG7 lamps across the width of the building and 11 down the length of the office. This amounts to 

66 fittings per floor across 5 floors. The Lower Ground floor is differently lit and will be discussed 

separately under “Tourist Information Centre”. 

 

 
Sample of the LG7 light fitting type used throughout upper ground floor to 
floor 4 of Muriel Matters house 

 

The lux levels measured across the width (North to South) of the office varied significantly. 

Specifically, due to window walls, both the north and south desks were significantly over-lit with lux 

levels of around 2,000 lux at the outside walls. The lux level recommended for an office of this type 

would be between 350 and 500. 

North     South 

      
2166 520 425 298 1217 1829 

 

Since the T5 lighting within these top 5 floors of offices is of good quality and is relatively efficient, it 

would not be recommended that these units be changed to LED at this stage as payback would take 

a significantly long time. Typically, over 5 years. Instead we would recommend that the outside rows 
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of lamps, both on North and South walls be dimmed with daylight sensors. Sensors here control 

lamp units in pairs so we have factored for 5 on each elevation per floor or 50 in total. Results of this 

are set out below: 

Detail Applicability kWh year 
one 
saving 

Average 
Year one 
saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 7. 
Lighting 
Controls  

Muriel Matters (Aquila) 
House. 
 

13,591 1,180 4,000 3.39 

 

CLS Energy work with a range of electricians and would be pleased to provide a suitably qualified 

electrician to carry out these sensor installs.   

Measure 8. Carlisle Place Underground Car park 

Lighting 

The lighting in the underground car park is of a similar luminaire type to that within Priory Street 

MSCP. There is a clear remit to replace the lighting units here with LED fittings and dimming 

technology.  

Many the luminaire fittings and tubes in this car park are failing. The units themselves are an old-

style switch start ballast and are extremely inefficient. Images of the site can be seen below.  

  
Single storey underground car park at Carlisle Place represents an opportunity to save money and 
improve the parking experience for customers. 

 

Capital cost, annual savings and payback are set out below: 

Detail Applicability kWh year 
one 
saving 

Average 
Year one 
saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 8. 
Re-lamping 
and Control  

Carlisle Place 
Underground Car Park 
 

38.080 4,303 17,450 4.06 

 

CLS Energy work with a range of national and international lighting manufacturers and suppliers. With 

detail of the Council’s contract framework rules, we would be happy to assist the Council to procure 
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this. Equally, we would be pleased to provide contact names of suitable lighting companies. Similarly, 

we can provide trusted electricians to provide installations.   

Measure 9. Roof insulation to chapel at crematorium 

The roof to Chapel number 2 is exposed beams to boarding and slate and is uninsulated. As such, the 

heat used in this building is lots to the atmosphere. We have carried out a calculation based on the 

actual gas use per year and factored 30% of this as used in this building during heating season and 

using current (very low) gas prices of £0.0016/kWh. Factoring for insulation using insulation batts 

provides an energy saving of 5,643kWh per year, and provides a payback of 4.17 years.  

 

We have not provided for making good, plaster finish or decoration in this figure as this is an energy 

saving measure. 

Detail Applicability kWh year one 
saving 

Average 
Year one 
saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 9. 
Roof 
Insulation  

Chapel (#2) 
Crematorium 
 

5,463 87 £562 4.17 

 

CLS Energy work with many insulation companies and would be pleased to assist with the selection of 

company and/or installation of to this location.  
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Measure 10. Thermostatic Radiator Valves (TRVs) 

The old thermostatic radiator valves (TRVs) show limited usage and as such are not benefitting the 

offices. It is recommended that these TRVs be replaced with electronically controlled TRVs. 

 

 

  
 

Calculations showing the energy financial benefits of this are set out below. It is notable that energy 

savings here are quite significant whilst financial savings are relatively low. This is because the 

savings are for gas rather than electricity and the price of gas is typically 3-4 times lower than 

electricity. In the case of this site, the price paid for gas is around 7 times lower than that paid for 

electricity. Gas prices are unusually low at present but it is expected that prices will not remain at 

these levels for long. 

 

Detail Applicability kWh year one 
saving 

Average 
Year one 
saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 10. 
Thermostatic 
Radiator 
Valves  

Muriel Matters 
(Aquila) House. 
 

26,101 413 1750 4.24 

 

CLS Energy can provide details of companies that can provide these TRV solutions. We would 

recommend that local heating engineers or maintenance staff be employed to carry out this work as 

we have no suitably qualified or reasonably priced installers in the Hastings area.  
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Measure 11. Building Management System (BMS) 

Given the fact that the BMS is in place but is not operating in Muriel Matters House, it would arguably 

be a relatively simple task to investigate, recalibrate and set up schematics. Deeper investigation is 

required but this is something we would be happy to be involved with. We have made an assumed 

cost to set up but assuming the BMS is used following set up, we the savings are conservative. 

  

Detail Applicability kWh year one 
saving 

Average 
Year one 
saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 11. 
BMS  

Muriel Matters 
(Aquila) House. 
 

36,404 2,280 10,000 4.39 

 

CLS Energy work with a range of trusted associates and would be pleased to provide a BMS Engineer 

to assess the site or sites further, provide a range of options and price to carry out required works.  

Measure 12. Tourist Information Centre (TIC) 

Sensors to Lights 

It was noted on the day of our visit that lighting is controlled by two switches at the top of the stairs 

to the upper ground floor council chamber.  

As such, all lighting is on all day in all areas of the TIC. It is further understood that lighting is left on 

overnight to demonstrate 24/7/365 what activities are available from the Council. We would 

recommend that this lighting is controlled on daylight and presence sensors which would mean that 

lighting would auto switch-off overnight after staff had left the premises.  

If it is felt that there is a need for the office to display to the public overnight, then the low wattage 

circular LED lighting spotlights in the window should be left on for this purpose.  

Re-lamping 

The lighting to the TIC would benefit from a replacement of fittings to LED panels. These are already 

in place in the CCTV centre where 4# LED luminaires are in place.  

By replacing these 39 luminaires with LEDs within the TIC, and installing daylight and presence 

controls, lighting savings with maintenance savings included would amount to £930 per year saved 

with a payback of 4.83 years. This is based on normal Monday to Friday 9:00 – 5:00 operating hours. 

Moreover, if, as is understood, the lighting is operating throughout the day and night and over 

weekends, then the annual savings including maintenance amount to over £4,000/year and payback 

with maintenance becomes 1.07 years. See details below: 

Detail Applicability kWh year 
one saving 

Average Year 
one saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 12. 
Re-lamping 
and Controls 

Tourist Information Centre 
TIC - LG Floor of Muriel 
Matters (Aquila) House. 

4,575 930 14,493 4.83 
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18W x 4 tube fittings at the LG Floor – TIC – Muriel Matters House 

 
 

7# LED lamps that illuminate the windows at the site. 
 

CLS Energy work with a range of electricians and would be pleased to provide a suitably qualified 

electrician to carry out these sensor installs.  We can also provide a range of LED panel lighting 

solutions for this purpose. 

Measure 13. Priory Street Multi Storey Car Park (MSCP)  

Lighting 

The lighting in this multi storey car park (MSCP) is the significant energy user. Levels above the 6th 

floor are locked off from general-public use. A significant number of the T8 switch start fittings in 

this car park have failed (see middle image below) but are still drawing power.  

There is an expectation that this car park may be closed soon. If this is not to be the case and the car 

park has more than 5 years of life remaining, then a re-lamping programme of LED lamps with 

daylight dimming and presence sensors should be initiated. The findings of this assessment are set 

out in the table above as M10. 

   
Fluorescent tube lighting across all floors of the multi storey car park 
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Detail Applicability kWh year 
one saving 

Average Year 
one saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 13. 
Re-lamping 
and Controls 

Priory Street Multi 
Storey Car Park 
 

66,820 7,691 38,562 5.01 

 

CLS Energy work with a range of electricians and would be pleased to provide a suitably qualified 

electrician to carry out these sensor installs.  We can also provide a range of LED lighting 

manufacturers and suppliers for this purpose. 

Measure 14. Flange and Valve Insulation (Plant Room) 

Whilst pipework in the rooftop plant room is generally well insulated, the flange and valve joints in 

this area are not.  

Because the plant room is a separate uninsulated building housed on the roof of Muriel Matters 

House, any heat losses here are magnified and effectively lost to the environment. Potential savings 

are set out in the table above as M8. This would normally be expected to pay back in around half this 

time. However, gas rates at the site are very good at around £0.015 (1.5p)/kWh and as such the 

payback is around 5 years. It should be remembered throughout this report that gas prices are low 

nationally and globally at present. This is not likely to remain the same for any length of time. 

Consequently, it would be sensible for the Council to consider gas prices in the round and expect 

these rates to rise. 

  
Images of exposed flanges and valves in plant room – Muriel Matters House 

 

Detail Applicability kWh year 
one 
saving 

Average 
Year one 
saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 14. 
Valve and 
Flange 
Insulation 

Plant Room Muriel 
Matters House 
 

10,932 7173 906 5.24 

 

CLS Energy work with companies that specialise in the bespoke production and installation of this 

sort of insulation. We would be happy to provide their details on request.  
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Measure 15. Boiler optimisation 

There are opportunities to installer boiler burner optimisation at the boilers housed in the top floor 

plant room at Muriel Matters House.  Through installation of the appropriate technology based on 

consumption, we would expect to see a 10% to 15% saving on gas use.  

The boilers although relatively old are well maintained. See images below: 

  
Top floor plant room housing two mains gas boilers serving the Muriel Matters House site 

 

Financial details for this optimisation are set out below: 

Detail Applicability kWh year 
one 
saving 

Average 
Year one 
saving £ 

Cost of 
solution £ 

Payback 
(Years) 

Measure 15. 
Boiler 
Optimisation 

Plant Room Muriel 
Matters House 
 

32,626 516 2,750 5.33 
 

 

CLS Energy work with a company that specialise in the bespoke production and installation of this 

optimisation solution. We would be happy to provide their details on request. 
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Example Un-costed opportunities (Council Owned and Operated) 
These are areas that we were unable to fully investigate due to access at the time of audits or 

availability of data either then or since. We would recommend further investigation here. 

Bris Soleil 

There is significant solar gain to the south face of Muriel Matters House and with no office air 

conditioning, this will be difficult to manage in the summer. We have looked at opportunities for 

installing Bris Soleil to the South facing wall of the Council offices at Muriel Matters House.  

Unfortunately, due to the lack of mechanical cooling to the property, there would be no financial 

saving in the installation of this and as such, whilst it would no doubt be popular, it has not been 

considered further within this report. 

West Hill Lift 

The funicular at West Hill is powered by a single significantly sized electric motor. As might be 

expected given the loading, this is a substantial energy user. Further investigation would need to 

take place to establish the hours of usage of this motor. On the day of visit, it was operating under 

very limited use. If it is in constant use during the summer, there will probably be merit in controlling 

this motor and this could deliver significant electrical and financial savings.  

Breeds Place Fountain 

  
 

Pump Controls 

The fountain (see images above) was seen to be operating for most of the time of our three-day visit 

in April 2017. It appears to be a two-part fountain and we would expect to see reasonably sized 

pumps therein. At time of publication, we await details of these pumps. We would expect to be able 

to make significant cost savings to this operation through control of these pumps.  

St Leonards Fountain 

Pump Controls 

We understand that the fountain operates for a significant amount of time. However, with no 

inspection available to be made or billing data available, we cannot put figures on potential savings 

here. We await details of these pumps. We would expect to be able to make significant costs savings 

to this operation through control of these pumps.  
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Crematorium 

 
 

Introduction 

We understand that the crematorium site cremates (when using #1 cremator) around 800 bodies 

per year and that this can rise to around 1,300 bodies/year. Cremation at the site when operating in 

general use (2 cremators) consumed 740,212kWh of gas last year.  Using one cremator (on 800 

cremations), we have assumed a halving of this or 370,100kWh. The cost for this on mains gas (using 

HBC current prices at this site of £0.01584/kWh) would be around £5,862 per year. It would be 

recommended that a higher gas price of round £0.03/kWh be used in future for calculations for 

reasons already mentioned. This would have the effect of doubling this annual cost. Industry analysis 

suggests that energy prices are expected to increase by a minimum 4% year on year for the 

foreseeable future.  

Electrical demand on the site was 60,720kWh and 31,192kWh for the site offices. At £0.11310, 

producing an annual cost of £10,395. 

Electrical demand for pre-heating cremators amounts to 150kWh/week or 7,800kWh/year at a cost 

of around £880/year. The gas scrubbing technology involved in traditional gas-powered cremation 

(to ensure that the emissions leaving the chimney do not contain furans and dioxins) cost the 

Council £11,500 for filtration, cleaning, boiler servicing, hazardous waste collection and emissions 

testing alongside an additional £12,000 to £15,000 in 2016. These costs are to operate two 

cremators. One cremator cost would be around half of these but with a 20% additional cost as a 

safety factor. As such, closing one cremator in favour of alternative technology would save the 

Council £6,900 plus £8,100 so £15,000 per year (we have factored this at £14,750).  

Whilst the heat produced from traditional cremation could be tapped and used to heat the site, the 

demand is limited. To export the heat locally would not be viable due to inconsistent heat provision 
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(only available when bodies are being cremated) and a lack of seasonal demand. Moreover, there 

remain huge perception and cultural issues about exporting such heat. 

Renewable Generation 

By implementing renewable electricity generation on the Hastings crematorium site, the site can aim 

to become essentially future proof. Installation of a roof mounted solar PV array and two # 20 metre 

wind turbines would provide the site with its aggregate demand, connected to the electrical grid for 

peaks in demand and sale of energy to the national grid during hours of closure. Electricity and Gas 

unit costs have been taken as £0.1131 and £0.01584/kWh respectively with a high expectation of 

these rising by around 4% each year. Indeed, with world gas prices artificially low at present, this 

£0.01584 figure should not be used to factor for future costs. It is notable that the office on this site 

operates its heating using electric storage heaters which would link well with renewable 

technologies.  

Renewable energy technologies installed on site benefit not only from the ability to export surplus 

power to the national grid, but more importantly, to take advantage of the Government’s Feed in 

Tariff (FIT) which pays a 20-year index linked income stream for the generation of power.  

This scheme is progressively being phased out as technologies improve. As such, to achieve financial 

sustainability, delayed installation would not be beneficial. 
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Options Appraisal - Renewable electricity technologies amount to the following: 

CHP 

This technology would still require a feedstock of gas, biogas or pellets. It would generate a heat 

energy that was not required (space heating already provided from cremator waste heat), storage 

and lorry deliveries of pellets to site would not be in keeping with the aesthetics and cultural 

requirements of the site. 

Water Based 

There are no suitably located or sufficiently credible (head and flow) water courses in the grounds of 

the cemetery.  

Solar PV 

An element of Solar PV has already been factored into the design. It is likely that given the space 

available on the roof, a maximum array of 30kWp might be potentially available which should 

generate 32,000kWh/year. Typical payback for this technology on a well oriented and pitched roof 

with good irradiance and limited shading is currently is around 8 years Made viable at present by the 

FIT. 

Wind 

To provide the site with sufficient power to operate an electrically powered cremator with minimal 

requirement of the grid, might require two wind turbines each generating around 40,000kWh to 

50,000kWh of electrical power per annum. Alternatively, a single 40kW turbine might be an option 

for the site. Such a technology alone could pay for itself within 9 years if FIT were available for these 

units. Typical ROI for this technology 15%. 

  
Satellite map showing crematorium 45m altitude wind map 

 

The case is predicated on the fact that resomation is electrically powered and that the site is well 

located for both Solar PV energy generation and likely wind turbine energy generation.  

NOABL wind speed database shows speeds of around 7.5m/s at 45m or around 5.29m/s at 10 metre 

altitude which would be more than adequate if these winds are of reasonable frequency. To test 

this, a wind frequency test should be performed with a mast of around 15 to 20 metres on site for 3 

months plus. 

Pyrolysis 

Gasification Pyrolysis has been a waste treatment technology for many decades. It is a heat 

treatment that converts the material to be treated to a carbon char or dust. It is used widely in the 

UK and across Europe for Universities and Hospitals treating body parts and animals but currently 

there is not a design that has been converted to accept coffin shaped loads.  However, the 
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technology would convert body and casket through electrically powered heat leading to little or no 

emissions, no chimney stack required, powered by renewable energy, with a Payback of around 7-9 

years. However, the patented technology that would be viable for this solution is not yet tested for 

whole bodies. 

Electrical Cremation Resomation (Alkaline Hydrolysis) 

If an electrical cremation unit were to be introduced alongside the gas cremators, and later to 

replace a gas cremator, then the site could expect to achieve significant cost savings, reduce its 

carbon footprint, reduce pollution along with a large amount of expensive gas scrubbing.  

Wind and Solar PV linked to Resomation 

  

 
 

Wind is typically up to 30% efficient when compared to Solar PV which yields around half these 

returns. 

Site requirement for electrical energy looks to be of the order of 90,000kWh/year. With 2 x 40MWh 

to 50MWh of wind and 32MWh of solar generated on site, this could be more than catered for 

(excluding peak demand) from on-site renewables. 

By utilising renewable electricity onsite, the following benefits would be achieved: 
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Benefits: 

Energy (electrical) not purchased  

Electricity required to operate the site and in future, the electrical cremators (Resomators to be 

discussed in depth later), would be provided by on-site renewables. This saves £880/annum in gas 

cremator preheat costs plus £5,862 gas costs to operate the second cremator.  

Energy (gas) not purchased  

With a move away from gas cremation, the need for mains gas is potentially removed. Space heating 

can be provided by electrical storage or radiant heating which would also be powered by on site 

renewable energy. 

FIT Generation (Incentive)  

By generating power on site, the Government will pay a rate per kWh generated linked to RPI 

inflation for 20 years.  

The rate (1 Jul to 30 Sep 2017) for Solar PV at this scale would be £0.0429/kWh). 

The rate (1 Jul to 30 Sep 2017) for wind turbines at this scale would be £0.0833/kWh. Wind is also 

around twice as efficient in generating energy compared with solar at around 29% compared with 

around 14% for solar. (Provided German technology using international standard IEC 61400 is 

acceptable to the UK MCS scheme). 

FIT Export (incentive)  

This is a payment made for the sale of unused electrical energy back to the national grid. Current 

rate for this is around £0.05/kWh. 

Gas scrubbing   

Up to £15,000 of costs could be avoided along with on-going filter costs removed. 

Reputation  

Site potentially becomes first zero carbon cremation site in the UK and the exemplar ‘beacon’ that is 

followed by others. Note, at time of publication, Sandwell Council in the West Midlands have taken 

the Resomator (Alkaline Hydrolysis) concept and it has already been accepted by its planning 

committee with certain caveats largely relating to water discharge. 

The fact that the electric cremator can run almost entirely from this on site renewable energy will 

mean that it will also pay for itself within around 9 years and the site can then become financially 

sustainable after its 9th year of operation and for the next 11 years. See MRe2, MRe9 and MRe10. 

Even beyond this, at year 21, it will still be generating its own energy and whilst the FIT payment for 

generation would cease, the savings in electricity purchased from the grid (which will have increased 

by min 4%, compounded each year) will be very real. 

Wind Turbines 

The proposal being considered is new to the market and is a German technology.  

At only 20 metres in height, the 20kW unit has much less visual impact than traditional turbines and 

it operates in an urban environment due to the rotating venturi design of the profile (See image 

below): 
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Single 20-metre high urban design turbine with 2m fins delivers (in the right location) 40,000kWh to 

50,000kWh of electricity per annum at a cost of around £90,000 per unit installed. 

Whilst a mast will need to be erected for 3 months plus, to test for frequency of wind, the NOABL UK 

wind database (shown above) shows wind levels around 5.29m/s at 10 metres – this looks to be 

adequate for this technology. 

One or two turbines of 20kW (or a 40kW turbine) receive FIT generation rates of(£0.0833/kWh) 

between 10kW and 50kW.  

The use of electrical cremation will result in the removal of scrubbers and effectively remove the 

need for hazardous emissions to air. The liquid solution at the end of the process is an alkali solution 

which can be treated with CO2 or mild acid to neutralise. 

Solar PV (Max on roof likely) 

Whilst the site electricity needs of the Resomator (aka Alkaline Hydrolysis) unit could be powered by 

wind and solar, the benefits of a solar array mean that power is still generated at times of low wind 

(and vice versa). In addition, this would provide an additional supply to cover the use of any future 

installations.  

The PV array would be generating 32,000kWh/year (during the day) with a cost per kWp for supply 

and installation of £1,030/kWp Install (Capital) costs £31,000. Payback 8/9 years 

The total electrical demands of one Alkaline Hydrolysis (AH) unit for a year would be 128,565kWh to 

operate one unit each year. Predominantly, this would be delivered by renewable means.  

Therefore, excluding for peaks in demand which could be levelled out with the electrical grid 

connection which would be required anyway to export power when not required (weekend and 

during the hours of night for wind) or battery storage, this could be largely covered with a suitably 

sized solar array of around 30kWp and two 20 metre urban wind turbines or a single 40kW turbine, 

which, if acceptable locally, would deliver the energy at a reduced cost to the installation of 2# x 

20kW units. 
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Operations Elsewhere 

Resomation / Alkaline Hydrolysis technologies have been in operated, licenced and proven in the US 

and Canada for human disposal in direct replacement for burial or cremation since before 2011.  

The technology has been used for body part disposal in hospitals and universities for decades across 

the UK, Europe and beyond and for animal carcases across Europe. The dissolution process is 95% 

water and 5% alkali. A combination of alkalis (sodium and potassium hydroxide) are used in the 

process to dissolve the human body. The alkalis used in the process are the same alkalis used in 

common cosmetic products (body washes, shaving creams, and even within food preparations). At 

the end of the process, the chemical has been completely used and no longer remains in the water 

solution. 

We would recommend that discussions take place with the relevant water authorities at the earliest 

stage to discuss what requirements they would have to enable water discharge. This process may be 

made more advantageous to the Council now that water deregulation has taken place.  

Similarly, a mast should be installed for wind data gathering. See later. Image below shows a 

Resomator in use alongside two standard gas cremators: 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

What happens in Resomation / Alkaline Hydrolysis? 

With dissolution (AH), an individual body is gently placed in a container which is then placed in a 

clean stainless-steel vessel. A combination of warm water flow and alkalinity are used to accelerate 

the natural process of tissue hydrolysis. The process is completely dignified. 

At the end of the process, the body has been returned to its natural form, dissolved in the water. 

The human body is 65% water to begin with. The only solid remains are the bones just like in gas 

flame cremation. 
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Is the body boiled in acid? 

No. While heat is used as a catalyst to accelerate the process, the temperature is below the boiling 

point of water (212F or 100C). The dissolution (alkaline hydrolysis) process also uses an alkali catalyst 

(the chemical opposite of an acid). 

Are the alkalis used in this process safe for the environment? 

Yes.  

What happens to the water? 

The water is returned to the ecosystem via the normal water treatment facility, this is just as all 

funeral homes do during the embalming process. The dissolution process produces a completely 

sterile solution of amino acids, sugars, nutrients, salts and soap in a water solution. These are the by-

products of natural decomposition. 

UK Government Position – The Ministry of Justice (MOJ) - Historic and Legal Situation 

The Ministry (MOJ) have been aware of technologies such as Alkaline Hydrolysis (AH) and 

Resomation (AH based in Scotland operating on higher temperatures and pressures), as well as 

Gasification/Pyrolysis since at least 2008. The technology is not regulated (because it is not burning 

and falls outside the scope of burials and cremations). Therefore, it is currently neither legal nor 

illegal in England and Wales. As such, an Alkaline Hydrolysis (Resomation) unit could be installed 

today but if it could not satisfy the relevant departments as to disposals and effluents, then it could 

not be operated for the purposes of human cremation.  

Body Stacking and Chilling 

We were asked to consider the options for body stacking and chilling. The crematorium does have 

an external room that could be separated from the office and used to store bodies in coffins.  

 

We were informed that this would not need to be at 4oC (fridge temperatures as the bodies would 

be stored for a limited time). The temperature suggested was around 14oC. This could be achieved 

by use of a standard DX chiller unit at a cost of a few hundred pounds. If the suite were fitted with 

renewable energy installations as discussed, this DX unit could operate arguably operate at no cost 

to the Council. We have not provided calculations for this as it is effectively providing an energy and 

cost increase and we were not made aware of the savings that may be available as to stacking and 

storage set against standard cremation timings. 

CLS Energy have full contact and technical details for the Resomation company used elsewhere 

around the world for human treatment. We also have … wind… and solar…. 
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In House Energy measures 

Lighting Controls 

  
 

We are informed that lights are left on all the time throughout the day. Whilst lighting is compact 

fluorescent lamps, operating them throughout the day when the venue is not in use is wasteful and 

easily remedied with controls. The cost to keep these lights on over a year for the current hours is 

around £370 and could be halved by use of controls of switch off at the end of usage. 

Fabric Insulation 

The site halls would benefit from fabric insulation. Normalised gas use for the building aspect of the 

crematorium excluding the cremators and office amounts to 119,637kWh. Because gas is currently 

so cheap at £0.01588/kWh, this means an annual cost of £1,899.84. Whilst not a huge figure, current 

gas prices are artificially low globally. This figure should be at least £0.033/kW and if that were the 

case, then the annual cost to heat these buildings would be closer to £4,000/year. Good quality 

insulation to walls and roofs (with existing controls over doors and windows) should reduce this by 

more than half. 

We have not calculated a complete insulation solution at this stage as it will require detailed 

discussion as to what is acceptable aesthetically and what level of disruption can be allowed. 

However, we have calculated costs for insulation to the inner faces of roof of the second chapel at 

the crematorium and details of this are provided at M8 above – image is below:  
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Electric Heating 

If the site does become powered by wind and solar, then it would make absolute sense to move 

from gas central heating to electric radiant heating. We have partner products available to test that 

may be of interest. 

Condensing Boilers 

It was noted at time of visit that the two Worcester Bosch boilers are overdue for servicing and this 

should be remedied. However, both are showing efficiencies of 98% and as such we would not 

recommend any changes to these (provided the site remains on gas with no change to renewable 

generation).  

  
 

Compressor 

There is an Atlas Copco GA5P compressor on site which is well maintained and serviced. It is also 

inverter driven by a Danfoss unit and looks to be operated at optimal efficiency. Inverters are also in 

place and operating well on combustion air fans and air blast coolers.  
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Hastings Borough Council Owned and Leased Properties 

White Rock Theatre 

The theatre is owned but not operated by the Council. As such, whilst there are several 

opportunities for energy savings herein, we have not set these calculations out into our findings.  

Opportunities would include: 

External coated Cellotex insulation to external walls, south (sea) facing walls. 

Boiler controls which have only recently been taken in hand via PCLs to ‘Mothership’ building 

management system that controls some of the equipment on site. 

There are several opportunities to address Flange and Valve Insulation within plant rooms, these are 

visually apparent in the thermal images set out below. 

Motors would benefit from controls and would pay back very quickly. 

The site has several roofs that would benefit from solar PV (see RE section later) 
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The plant room to this building has no 
flange and valve insulation. Main, 
Lower Hall and Backstage pumps. 

As can be seen in the thermal image 
above, pipe surface temperatures range 
from 18.2C (blue) to 50C (white). 

  

  

Similar instances are notable throughout the plant room. 
 

The above is a visual representation of energy wastage. The blue areas are ambient temperatures, 

the range through yellow, orange, red to white shows increasing temperatures that are exposed and 

lost to the outside air. Whilst the cost of this does not fall on the Council (energy bills are the 

responsibility of the theatre operators), addressing this will assist the Theatre to increase its 

profitability which is in the interests of both the town and the Council. 

The chiller store showed temperatures at the chiller of sub-zero. It may be that this room could be 

better insulated and the chiller better controlled so that temperatures achieved are somewhat 

higher. Avoiding the need for this chiller to deliver such cooling would allow an approximate saving 

of 8% of the cost to operate the chiller per 1oC increase.   

  
 

The VES PM1500/S Air handling unit housed on the roof of the theatre has 11kW of fan motors 

inside it. These appear to be 2# 5.5kW supply and extract fans. A calculation has been carried out for 

installing controls to these, assuming operation of 8 hours per day, 5 days per week throughout the 

year. The savings would be as set out below:  
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Run 
Hours 

Energy saving 
per year kWh 

Financial saving 
per year 

Capital cost to 
install 

Payback 

8 11165 £1228 £4086 3.3 Years 

 

 
 

It is notable that the insulation to this building is sparse and in most cases, missing. The front wall 

(exposed as it is to the elements and the sea), has no insulation and is showing clear signs of water 

ingress and damage on the internal walls (see images below):  

  
 

A partnership approach between the Council and Theatre operator in applying Cellotex (external 

cladding) to the front of the building and sealing this would pay dividends in terms of reduced heat 

demand and, if applied correctly, would extend the life of the building fabric. Clearly the Theatre is 

within the White Rocks redevelopment area and so this will doubtless be considered as this project 

takes shape. 
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Summerfield Leisure Centre and Pool 

Controls to motors and AHUs 

We were not able to access the motors at the site during our visit. However, from experience of such 

equipment, we would expect to be able to install controls on these that would pay back in less than 

1 year. 

Replace Boilers with CHP (see RE section later) 

The site houses 6# ‘Hamworthy Purewell’ Gas boilers in the basement.  

Flange and Valve Insulation is a necessity in plant rooms where there is significant pipework. Whilst 

it was noted that most pipework was insulated, all flanges and valves were left exposed. As a rule of 

thumb, every flange or valve left uninsulated produced equivalent heat losses to one metre run of 

the same diameter pipe. A quick calculation of flanges and valves uninsulated leads to the following 

calculation an expectation of savings comfortable under 5 years. 

  
Uninsulated cast iron valve Same valve showing surface 

temperature of 72.8oC 

  
Unprotected flanges and valves. Same flanges and valves showing 

surface temperatures over 73oC. 
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Uninsulated flange to 200mm pipe Same flange exhibiting temperatures of 
70oC. 

  
Insulated pipework with flanges and L 
shaped pipe uninsulated 

65mm pipe showing surface 
temperatures of 69.8oC. 

  
Pipework and exposed flanges to rear 
of boilers 

Visual demonstration of the level of 
heat loss.  

  
Flanges and valves in the ceiling space Valves at 70oC 

 

A very large number of flanges and valves were counted and having sized these using a background 

temperature (bottom right of the images between 25.1oC and 11.7oC) to establish temperature 

differential, we have taken a conservatively high figure of 18oC to use as ambient temperature in the 

plant room, as can be seen, temperatures of exposed pipes shows over 73oC in places. If the Council 

decides it wishes to share savings with this site, we would be delighted to provide accurate 

calculations. 
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The Source (White Rock Baths) – (Council owned, operated by others) 

 
White Rock Baths – now known as the Source is a 
subterranean BMX and Skateboarding venue. 

 

Relamping 

It was notable that all the lighting in the building, whilst new, was T8 fluorescent tubes. These are 

not especially efficient and have a typical life expectancy in an environment such as this of around 2 

years. Maintenance is therefore an issue. Given the difficulty in accessing many of the fittings above 

the skateboard area, this will be a significantly high cost. We would recommend the replacement of 

these fittings with a high-quality LED solution. This will save money on energy, maintenance and the 

effects of strobing. We would be happy to cost or quality assess quotes for this work following this 

report. 

Air Handling Control 

The air handling in this centre is Mitsubishi Loosnay units which are highly efficient. Whilst this is the 

case, it would be recommended that controls are looked at because this centre is open for 

significantly long hours and the air handling looks to be on throughout the day and most of the 

night. This will be the significant energy user for the site and as such should be addressed. We can 

consider this further should this be desired although it will not necessarily result in a direct saving for 

the Council unless a shared investment/return proposal can be negotiated.  

Pump Controls (details on pumps) 

No detail was available concerning the water pumps. However, from the sensors that we could view 

in the basement, it appears that these are only activated during significant sea water ingress and as 

such there is little we could suggest here to make a significant energy saving. 

We understand that the Source has sub-metering in place that is not understood and is therefore 

not used by anyone. This should be addressed as sub-metering can be expensive and has absolutely 

no benefit if it is not properly utilised. Again, we can provide assistance with this if required. 

Available Supply Capacity 

Likely for reasons of history, the site is being operated with a threshold allowance agreed with the 

energy provider of almost 200kVa. During the 12 months of data provided to us, the site has never 
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exceeded 68kVa. There is a simple saving that can be delivered here of around £1,400 per year 

simply by addressing this. This will carry no cost to the organisation and will provide an immediate 

payback. 

The Town Hall  

The Town Hall is leased to East Sussex County Council. A brief walk around areas of the building 

demonstrated that there would be financial benefits from an upgrade to lighting and controls, 

heating controls and insulation. 

 
 

Heating to the site is provided by 4# Hamworthy boilers. These boilers look to be overdue for 

servicing. They were last serviced 25 Feb 2015 and were due more than a year ago on 25 Feb 2016. 

Insulation to flanges and valves in this boiler room are again absent and as such, significant savings 

could be achieved by installing these.  
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It was surprising to note that on a warm spring day in late April, the heating was still in operation. 

The image below left, shows a radiator in the lower corridor radiating heat at 46.8oC. the radiator to 

the right (below) shows what should be happening when boilers are on but heat is not required. This 

is symptomatic of inoperable or unused thermostatic radiator valves and staff not being taught how 

to use them. 

  
Radiator at around 46oC Radiator at around 20oC 

 

Bulverhythe Depot 

 
 

AC Control (sensor switches) 

There were a number air conditioning units present in the offices of this site. At the time of visit, 

there were also windows open to the outside world. To avoid this wastage of energy, the windows 
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and doors should be connected to sensors that deactivate the A/C units when doors are left open for 

more than a few seconds. 

Lighting 

External lighting has been converted to LED fittings. Internal lighting within the offices has T5 tubes 

retrofitted into Cat 2 fittings. This, whilst not especially aesthetically pleasing, appears to serve its 

purpose adequately. The workshop also has fittings with T5 lamps and these are appropriate to task 

although they could be better controlled. Lighting to inspection pits is LED strip lights. 

 
Diesel generator powered floodlighting 

 

Night operation floodlights operated by diesel are extremely inefficient (see above). Not only do 

they operate at 7.7kW each, they also run on white diesel. Given we are informed these never leave 

the site, they could be operated on red diesel providing an immediate 50% to 60% saving with no 

additional capital outlay.  

 

Heater controls 

The workshop is heated by portable heaters, the most significant of these are an MCS B22 EPB unit 

at 22kW and a Clarke 6015 unit at 15kW. We understand that these are in use as required. Given 

that the workshop is uninsulated and doors are left wide open, it is understood that these units and 

ones like them are on much of the day. For reference, if both fan heaters were on for 2 hours per 

day, from Monday to Friday throughout winter (December to February), they would consume 

33,300kWh and cost around £3,300 over this period. These should be connected to a door sensor so 

that when doors are left open, the heaters switch off. This will conserve heat within the workshop 

and reduce the need for the heaters to operate. Whilst insulation would be an obvious 

recommendation for this building, it is recognised that the building has a very limited life remaining. 
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Floodlighting and internal sweepers  

Since these only operate on site and not on highways, they should be switched to use of red diesel. 

This will provide an immediate 50% -60% saving. 

Compressor 

There is a compressor on site with a 5.5kW motor and this is used for tools and pneumatic air. We 

are informed that this is regularly serviced.  

Similarly, there is a compressor on site providing jet wash to vehicles and plant. At time of visit this 

was operating at a pressure of 125 bar with motor rated power of 5.5kW. It is recommended that 

these both be controlled.  

In summary: 

The air compressor is operating all the time. Lighting floodlight units operated by diesel generator 

are run on white diesel and could be run on red for a fraction of the cost since thy never operate off-

site. 

Internal road sweepers run on white when could be on red – see above. 

Fleet data to be requested from Kevin Jackson. No telematics or bonuses are in place – there is some 

detail on idling and heavy revving etc. Task and finish and different contracts are in operation so a 

weekly bonus might work for some, not for others. 

Old building. Asbestos roof. Not insulated. HBC spent £30k when should have knocked down and 

rebuilt. 

No vehicles now go onto landfill. 

Jet wash compressor is on all day. 

New tyres are now all Michelin. 

Heater (25kW) is on now and whenever needed. Very cold otherwise. 

Next Steps:  

Provide operating hours of these units and we can provide a costed solution setting out paybacks.  
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Ice House 

Controls to Chillers 

This building is a cold store for fresh fish. We understand that there are plans to replace the chiller in 

this building. We were not able to view the inside of this building or unit during our visit but would 

welcome the opportunity to assess the proposed replacement(s) before procured. This to ensure 

appropriate savings are made. 

Commercial Industrial Estates 

Demand Side Response (DSR)  

There are likely to be significant financial benefits to addressing motors, chillers, pumps and fans etc 

at several of these sites, the factory and manufacturing sites.  As such, and because the Council owns 

these sites and the equipment therein, it would be reasonable to expect that any income made was 

shared between the landlord (Council) and tenant (occupying company paying the energy bills).  

If the Council were interested in progressing this, we would be happy to work together on this. CLS 

Energy are in partnership with the largest and most established UK aggregator in the UK 

marketplace and deals struck between us, will provide Hastings BC with the same financial benefits 

as deals struck with them or other aggregators directly.  The rates vary but indicatively, by making 

available 1MW of turn down potential, current incentives amount to total pay-outs of around 

£45,000 per year payable by the National Grid. (Rates are subject to change with annual contracts). 

The heat meters in place at Castleham Industrial Estate are not being used for billing and have not 

been calibrated. As such they are serving no useful purpose. If they are available for use, then they 

should be used for billing which would arguably save the consumers money. There are regulations 

about commercial letting of properties to more than one occupant and if meters are in, then HBC 

may need to conform to these requirements. 

Motor and pump controls 

It is expected that there will be significant savings available at some of these sites by addressing 

motors, pumps and chillers. Motors are responsible for the consumption of 50% of the world’s 

energy. There are a range of actions that we could look at to address and reduce this load and bring 

down costs for the company concerned. Both opportunities might help persuade these tenanted 

companies towards instigation of solar PV to their roofs, where sites are deemed suitable (see later). 

Energy Audits 

Similarly, as with the above, to establish any potential for savings, we would recommend that energy 

audits be undertaken at the major sites. This would allow us to demonstrate significant 

organisational financial savings. A typical company will easily spend 10% of its costs on energy and 

often a further 10% on fuel. 

Billing Assessments (see later) 

With access to a tenanted company’s billing data and site and operation details, we will be able to 

benchmark these sites and provide an indicative energy and cost saving for them. 
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Renewable and Low Carbon Energy 

UK Power Network Capacity Situation 

The electricity grid capacity for decentralised generation in Hastings and East Sussex looks to be 

good. Note below areas shaded green demonstrate significant capacity available: 

 
 

Moreover, the 11kV array of sub stations is well placed for the purposes that we will allude to later: 
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An initial web based inspection of the 132kV network suggests potential for this to be more heavily 

constrained. We met with engineers from UK Power Network on 21 June 2017 and have included 

relevant and significant findings pertaining to this study later in this report. 

 

We feel that there is merit in assessing existing sites for battery storage as there are viable income 

streams for the right technology in the right location. CLD Energy Ltd work in partnership with 

providers and installers of this technology that can also provide the finance if required. On 15-year 

terms, there look to be opportunities in the right situation to make revenue streams of £30,000 

(with no Council investment) to £200,000 in a situation where HBC pay for all the capital costs. 
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Solar PV to Council owned and operated roofs  

The table below sets out the ten most viable solar PV sites that are owned and operated by Hastings 

Borough Council. Whilst several of the sites would accept larger arrays than those stated in the 5th 

column (FIT optimal kWp), due to the current rate of return from the feed in tariff (FIT) and the fact 

that sub 30kWp arrays are subject to special dispensation, we have, where possible kept these 

arrays at under 30kWp or (where the FIT threshold drops dramatically), 50kWp.  

We have also factored, where known, the annual consumption of these sites and kept the 

generation figure largely below this as the benefits of displacing energy purchased from the grid at 

over £0.10/kWh, outweigh payments from the grid for export of £0.05/kWh.  

The exception to this rule is HBC2, the Priory Street MSCP. We have factored this based on available 

space after shading and accounting for the site’s annual demand.  

By installing on the top floor car park roof, large savings can be made. Naturally this is all subject to 

the site remaining in use.  

 

Internal PV (HBC Owned and Operated) Table 

 

As can be seen above, the arrays if all were to be installed, would cost the council around £440,000 

of capital and generate around 453,000kWh of electricity per year which at current energy costs is 

equivalent to avoiding the need to purchase £49,800 of electricity from the national grid. These 

arrays would pay back in around 8-9 years and be receiving retail price index (RPI) linked FIT 

payments for a total of 20 years from installation. ROI is approximately 14%. 
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HBC1 Aquila House LG - 5th floor inc. 0.1055 237,544 30 31,002 31,980 13% 5,550 14 8

HBC2 Multi Storey Car Park, Priory Street 0.1151 185,140 170 175,678 181,220 98% 22,634 12 9

HBC3 85 & 86 Castleham Road (Archive) 0.1000 58,520 50 51,670 53,300 91% 7,910 13 8

HBC4 22 Theaklen Drive 0.1152 148,089 50 51,670 53,300 36% 7,910 13 8

HBC5 Cemetary & Crematorium 0.1131 60,720 30 31,002 31,980 53% 5,550 14 8

HBC6 1-21 Stirling Road 0.1100 58,520 30 31,002 31,980 55% 5,550 14 8

HBC7 22-38 Stirling Road 0.1100 58,520 30 31,002 31,980 55% 5,550 14 8

HBC8 Museum & Art Gallery (Johns Place) 0.1121 55,326 21 21,701 22,386 40% 3,885 14 8

HBC9 Stade Community Hall 0.1042 10,715 10 10,334 10,660 99% 1,850 14 9

HBC10 Cemetary Office 0.1130 31,192 4 4,134 4,264 14% 731 14 10

Total 904,287 425 439,195 453,050 50% 67,120 14 8
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Solar PV 

HBC1 Muriel Matters (Aquila) House Solar PV to Roof 

 
 

The available roof area here is 27.6m x 13.2m. An overall area of 364m2. As such, it would accept an 

array of around 32kWp. Because the Feed in Tariff (FIT) allows for assumed export up until 30kWp 

and to help reduce the shading from the plant room on the west side, we would recommend a 

30kWp array. Due to the shading on the south and east from the hand rail on the roof, we would 

recommend its removal and replacement with a cable mounted man-safe solution. The estimated 

cost for array and installation with replacement of this handrail and solar edge technology to 

improve yields, would be around £35,000. Payback would be at 8-9 years and details can be found in 

the Internal PV Table above. 

HBC2 Priory Street MSCP 

The roof of this building appears to be little used by vehicles for parking. As such if it were decided 

that this building be retained for a significant period (say 10 years or more), then a recommendation 

for a Solar Array here may be worthy of consideration set against the limited loss of car parking 

revenues. The calculation for a 170kWp array have been produced at a cost for installation of 

£176,000, providing electrical energy generation of 181MWh of electricity per year and paying back 

in around 8 years. 

HBC3 Castleham Road – Council Archives 

These two roofs would accept an array of around 50kWp. This should achieve a Feed in Tariff rate of 

£0.0429/kWh until end Sep 2017. This figure would drop away to £0.0194 if the array were over 

50kWp. The estimated cost for array and installation and solar edge technology to improve yields, 

would be around £52,000. It would generate around 53,000kWh per year. Payback would be at 8 

years and details can be found in the Internal PV Table above. 

HBC4 Theaklen Drive 

This roof would accept an array of around 50kWp. This should achieve a Feed in Tariff rate of 

£0.0429/kWh until end Sep 2017. This figure would drop away to £0.0194 if the array were over 

50kWp. The estimated cost for array and installation and solar edge technology to improve yields, 

would be around £52,000. It would generate around 53,000kWh per year. Payback would be at 8 

years and details can be found in the Internal PV Table above. 
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HBC5 Cemetery (Previously discussed) 

This roof would comfortably accept an array of around 30kWp. Because the Feed in Tariff allows for 

assumed export up until 30kWp, we would recommend a 30kWp array. This should achieve a Feed in 

Tariff rate of £0.0429/kWh until end Sep 2017. This figure would drop away to £0.0194 if the array 

were over 50kWp. The estimated cost for array and installation and solar edge technology to 

improve yields, would be around £31,000. It would generate around 32,000kWh per year. Payback 

would be at 8 years and details can be found in the Internal PV Table above. 

HBC6 Sterling Road (1-21) 

This roof would accept an array of around 30kWp. Because the Feed in Tariff allows for assumed 

export up until 30kWp, we would recommend a 30kWp array. This should achieve a Feed in Tariff 

rate of £0.0429/kWh until end Sep 2017. This figure would drop away to £0.0194 if the array were 

over 50kWp. The estimated cost for array and installation and solar edge technology to improve 

yields, would be around £31,000. It would generate around 32,000kWh per year. Payback would be 

at 8 years and details can be found in the Internal PV Table above. 

HBC7 Sterling Road (22-38) 

This roof would accept an array of around 30kWp. Because the Feed in Tariff allows for assumed 

export up until 30kWp, we would recommend a 30kWp array. This should achieve a Feed in Tariff 

rate of £0.0429/kWh until end Sep 2017. This figure would drop away to £0.0194 if the array were 

over 50kWp. The estimated cost for array and installation and solar edge technology to improve 

yields, would be around £31,000. It would generate around 32,000kWh per year. Payback would be 

at 8 years and details can be found in the Internal PV Table above. 

HBC8 Museum (John’s Place) 

This roof is rather small and we would appear to be able to house a PV array of around 21kWp on it. 

This will naturally benefit from the Feed in Tariff assumed export up until 30kWp. This should 

achieve a Feed in Tariff rate of £0.0429/kWh until end Sep 2017. The estimated cost for array and 

installation and solar edge technology to improve yields, would be around £22,000. It would 

generate around 22,000kWh per year. Payback would be at 8 years and details can be found in the 

Internal PV Table above. 

HBC9 The Stade 

  
 

The Stade consumes 10,700kWh of electricity per year along with a lesser amount for the communal 

space and the pubic conveniences. This roof would appear to be able to house a PV array of around 

10kWp on it. This will naturally benefit from the Feed in Tariff assumed export up until 30kWp. This 
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should achieve a Feed in Tariff rate of £0.0407/kWh until end Sep 2017. The estimated cost for array 

and installation and solar edge technology to improve yields, would be around £10,000. It would 

generate around 10,600kWh per year which is approximately the annual consumption of this site. 

Payback would be at 8 years and details can be found in the Internal PV Table above. 

HBC10 Cemetery office 

The Cemetery office is a small roof. The building consumes 31,000kWh of electricity per year. This 

roof would appear to be able to house a PV array of approximately 4kWp on it (residential size). This 

will naturally benefit from the Feed in Tariff assumed export up until 30kWp. This should achieve a 

Feed in Tariff rate of £0.0407/kWh until end Sep 2017. The estimated cost for array and installation 

and solar edge technology to improve yields, would be around £4,000. It would generate around 

4,200kWh per year. Payback would be at 8 years and details can be found in the Internal PV Table 

above. 
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Solar PV to Council Owned (not operated) properties 

There are several Council owned and operated properties that would lend themselves well to 

renewable generation. In particular, solar photovoltaic (PV). Looking at the sites where consumption 

is significant and roofs are viable in terms of orientation, size, pitch and roof covering/structure, the 

following sites are recommended: 

 

As can be seen from the table above, there looks to be of the order of £1.45 million of potential 

spend at these sites which would be expected to generate 1,495MWH of electricity per annum with 

a payback of typically around 8 to 9 years. Clearly these sites are owned but not operated by HBC 

and a decision will need to be taken as to how this is arranged between landlord (HBC) and tenant 

(company on site). ROI ranges between 12 and 14%. 

The data above must be caveated as follows. Apart from sites 1 and 2, no actual energy consumption 

data was made available to us by the companies. The array sizes are scaled from satellite mapping 

where premise details were clearly available. Sites with obvious asbestos roofs have been removed 

from calculations but there is discussion about such roofs later in the report. We would recommend 

that a more detailed on the ground assessment takes place. This would allow a greater 
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1 LEISURE CENTRE Summerfields 504,505 50 53,300 11% 51,670 9,250 14 8

2 LEISURE Falaise 122,017 30 31,980 26% 31,002 5,550 14 8

3 Theatre White Rock 197,780 18 19,188 10% 18,601 3,330 14 8

4 SHOPPING CENTRE Priory Meadow 3,634,400 120 127,920 4% 124,008 15,977 12 9

5 The Source 80,800 30 31,980 40% 33,002 5,550 14 9

6 MAUNSELL ROAD 1 10,395 10 10,660 103% 10,334 1,850 14 9

7 MAUNSELL ROAD 3 10,395 10 10,660 103% 10,334 1,850 14 9

8 MAUNSELL ROAD 4 5,215 5 5,330 102% 5,167 913 14 9

9 MAUNSELL ROAD 5 5,215 5 5,330 102% 5,167 913 14 9

10 9,10,11 BRUNEL ROAD Technoturn/GSF Car parts 42,000 25 26,650 63% 25,835 4,625 14 8

11 12 Brunel Road Fastplas Technical Mouldings 14,000 12 12,792 91% 12,401 2,220 14 9

12 23,24 BRUNEL ROAD Interface Manufacturing 18,970 18 19,188 101% 18,601 3,330 14 8

13 26 BRUNEL ROAD Technoturn 58,520 50 53,300 91% 51,670 7,910 13 8

14 28 Brunel Road Coleman Construction & Utilities 9,485 10 10,660 112% 10,334 1,850 14 9

15 22 Castleham Road 16,275 15 15,990 98% 15,501 2,775 14 9

16 23 Castleham Road 16,275 15 15,990 98% 15,501 2,775 14 9

17 25&26 Castleham Road Photek 32,550 30 31,980 98% 31,002 4,746 13 8

18 28 Castleham Road Ace Joinery Solutions 16,275 15 15,990 98% 15,501 2,775 14 8

19 29, 30,31,68 Castleham Road B & D Foods ltd 62,755 50 53,300 85% 51,670 7,910 13 8

20 69 Castleham Road David Robbens U'floor systems 30,240 30 31,980 106% 31,002 5,550 14 8

21 70&71 Castleham Road Lotus Imports 60,480 50 53,300 88% 51,670 7,910 13 8

22 79 Castleham Road Manns Amusements 5,670 5 5,330 94% 5,167 913 14 9

23 80 Castleham Road St Leonards Test Centre 11,130 12 12,792 115% 12,401 2,220 14 9

24 81 Castleham Road JAYAR Motorspares 16,765 15 15,990 95% 15,501 2,775 14 9

25 82 Castleham Road 16,765 15 15,990 95% 15,501 2,775 14 9

26 83 Castleham Road Novatech Measurements 16,765 15 15,990 95% 15,501 2,775 14 9

27 1-5 & 84 Castleham Road General Dynamics 58,520 120 127,920 219% 124,008 15,977 12 9

28 NAPIER ROAD - 4 (PLOT V) Plastica Pools 247,406 230 245,180 99% 237,682 30,623 12 9

29 12/14 THEAKLEN DRIVE Jans/Screwfix 58,520 50 53,300 91% 51,670 7,910 13 8

30 16 THEAKLEN DRIVE - GF 58,520 50 53,300 91% 51,670 7,910 13 8

31 18 THEAKLEN DRIVE Airtemp 58,520 50 53,300 91% 51,670 7,910 13 8

32 20 THEAKLEN DRIVE Baush and Lomb 58,520 50 53,300 91% 51,670 7,910 13 8

33 24-28 Theaklen Drive Collins & Hayes 58,520 20 21,320 36% 20,668 3,700 14 8

34 30 -31 Theaklen Drive Plastica 58,520 20 21,320 36% 20,668 3,700 14 8

35 34 -36 Theaklen Drive Taxisafe (Langleys/car Tech|) 58,520 20 21,320 36% 20,668 3,700 14 8

Totals and Averages 7,885,353 1,494,532 19% 1,450,827 200,358 8
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understanding of the tenant operation and the potential to save them energy in addressing controls 

and update of their equipment. There are good reasons to commence these discussions with the 

tenants, not least because of the potential opportunities and benefits to both Council and tenant of 

Demand Side Response.  

Demand Response Opportunities 

Many of the sites, especially the factory sites, will contain production, ventilation and cooling 

machinery that has potential for making significant income streams via a process loosely known as 

demand response. This process allows organisations to turn off or turn down their equipment for 

short periods (max 30 minutes at a time) on up to a maximum of 15 occasions per year. By doing this 

they are paid an amount of money by National Grid as this avoids the need to fire-up old and 

expensive power stations. Current rates amount to £45,000 per MW per year.  

Given that some of the plant on site will be owned by HBC, it would be reasonable to discuss this 

with relevant tenant businesses as a partnership approach. This would make the Council a large 

potential annual income stream and allow greater synergies to be embarked upon with commercial 

tenants. Indeed, it would assist the Council’s discussions as to installation of PV arrays on these roofs 

and energy saving solutions for these organisations. Partnered with the UKs most established 

aggregator, we would be able to assist Hastings with this project. 

Summerfield’s Leisure Centre 

  
 

The flat roof at the Summerfield’s Leisure centre would lend itself well to a solar PV array. Benefits 

are set out within the above summary table. The roof would comfortably accept a 90kWp array and 

we have been informed by UK Power Networks that there would not be any problem with 

connections for an array of up to 200kWp at this site. 
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White Rock Theatre 

  

West facing pitched roof South (sea) facing pitched roof 

  
South (sea) facing flat roof South (sea) facing flat roof and portion 

of turret roof 
 

Priory Meadow Shopping Centre 

 

The Priory Meadow shopping 
centre is owned by Hastings 
Borough Council and leased to 
high street operators. It would 
make an ideal location for a 
solar PV array to provide 
energy to these tenants and an 
income stream to the Council.  

Theaklen Drive 

 

Sites owned by HBC include 
several industrial units leased 
by Screwfix, Bausch and Lomb, 
DHS Bathroom and Tiles and 
Airtemp at units 12 to 22. 
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These roofs at Theaklen Drive would make worthwhile individual Solar PV arrays that could serve 

and provide energy to each unit along with an income stream to HBC. The financial benefits are set 

out in table the table on page 50. 

Other Council owned sites showing benefits of install are as follows: 

Details of these are set out in the table above. These sites have been selected on a range of criteria, 

specifically, appropriate roof material, acceptable EPC rating, size of roof and likely energy 

consumption as well as avoidance of asbestos roofs. 

Solar PV to Pier 

  
 

We have not calculated renewable energy installations for the pier largely because we were unable 

to access it during our visit nor appreciate how it is used for functions such as weddings etc. As such 

it is unclear what available space would be permissible to install solar or wind upon. Moreover, 

regarding the former technology, the concerns over vandalism and damage from waves was not 

clear. With more details, we would be happy to work up a proposal here for a structural engineer to 

further assess for practicability. 
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Large Scale Renewable Energy Generation  

Following discussion with colleagues at UK Power Networks, the distribution network operator for 

Hastings and surrounds, we have a far greater understanding of the issues affecting the area.  

In summary, there are four major supply points for the South-East corridor. The two of these that 

serve most of Hastings are sited in East and Mid Sussex. Some capacity is also provided from father 

East. 

At the site in Wealden DC there is currently 47MW of export capacity available and in Mid Sussex 

there is 38MW with most sub stations fed from these. 

Capacity is not necessarily a problem in Hastings. However, the main issue lies with transmission 

where there are significant constraints. Unfortunately, transmission is the responsibility of National 

Grid and so DNOs have no control over this. Local balancing services to innovate demand response 

solutions are being launched in this year and in 2018. However, storage technology is not being 

rolled out without sufficient justification.  

Whilst it is not possible to say what the total annual consumption is for the Hastings area in any 

meaningful and current way; the maximum demand for the last 12 months was 1.078GW. the 

maximum demand across the 4 South East stations was 1.5GW with a minimum demand of 1.1GW.  

If all renewable energy in the region operates to a high level during minimum demand periods, this 

leads to significant power flow problems for the grid. 
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Large Scale Renewable Technologies 

The table below sets out all the large scale renewable technologies considered for Hastings Borough 

Council that had sufficient information to be worked up as indicative projects. 

The table shows 15 scenarios and technologies. These have been calculated with information 

available. However, for each of these technologies, there are several unknowns and as such, these 

figures should be used as indicatives rather than confirmed paybacks. Reasons for this include 

uncertainty into areas such as: 

Wind: 

Outcomes of wind speed and wind frequency results, species, habitat and archaeological surveys as 

well as public response to the installation of a wind turbine. Changes to government incentives, 

political will. 

Solar PV 

The figures used are based on energy being mounted other than a stand-alone array. If this must be 

installed as a stand-alone, then a Power Purchase Agreement will need to be brokered, this is an 

area that Regen SW have been looking at. At this stage, negotiation on this would be too early and it 

remains the fact that whilst Solar arrays remain popular with pension funds, the feed in tariff 

payable to stand alone arrays for the period to end Sep 2017, remains at £0.0032 or 1/3 of a penny 

per kWh. With no Renewable Obligation certificate now available, however this is set up, the returns 

remain this way unless there is interest in local consumption of this energy. The cost to connect to 

grid in the areas under consideration is rather high. If it were that there was the 3MW of spare 

capacity at Pebsham Landfill and it could be directly utilised for solar (highly unlikely – see later), 

then the excessive costs for trenching and connection could be reduced. Issues such as species, 

habitat and archaeological surveys as well as public response and changes to government incentives, 

political will are likely to come into play but generally to a lesser extent than wind. 

Urban Wind 

Connection, public response and acceptability, wind availability, ability to access UK Government 

incentives through MCS scheme. The turbines under consideration are German design and build and 

meet the international standard. 

Resomation 

Public and political acceptability, acceptance by Ministry of Justice,  

District Heating/CHP 

Interest from bodies targeted for provision of heat, price agreement with organisations accepting 

power, access over infrastructure (e.g. rail lines, roads), wayleaves, routing of network, political will, 

changes in development and regeneration. 

Recommendations: 

From the table of 15 measures, five have been selected as being worthwhile for investigating 

further. These have paybacks of between 7 and 10 years and ROIs of around 10% to 13%. These are 

market in blue in the table below: 
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Mesure MRe15

Heat Network 

(CHP)

Bohemia 

(Summerfields 

Leisure)

1

4,586,736  256421 1780400

6.94

13.1

Measure MRe2
Urban Wind 

Only 40 (1#)
Crematorium 2 101616 14800 104925 7.09

12.9

Measure MRe11 1.5MW Wind
Upper Wilting 

Farm
3 3810600 527006 3780000 8.67

12.8

Measure MRe10

Resomation 

and Wind 

(40kW x 1# 

Turbine)

Crematorium 4 101616 40239 360150 8.95

11.0

Measure MRe12 1.5MW Wind Ore (Cliffs) 5 3810600 527006 3955000 9.00

12.5

Measure MRe13 1.5MW Wind
Pebsham 

Landfill
6 3810600 527006 4130000 9.34

12.2

Measure MRe6

Urban Wind 

40kW (37# 

turbines)

Promenade 7 3759792 438204 4367225 9.97

10.0

Measure MRe9

Resomation 

and Wind 

(20kW x 2# 

Turbines)

Crematorium 8 101616 40239 412150 10.24

9.8

Measure MRe4

Urban Wind 

40kW (1# 

turbine)

Promenade 9 101616 11843 121925 10.29

9.7

Measure MRe1

Urban Wind 

Only 20 (1# 

Turbine)

Crematorium 10 101616 14800 161000 10.88

9.1

Measure MRe14 500kW Wind
Upper Wilting 

Farm
11 1270200 175669 1980000 13.27

8.7

Measure MRe5

Urban Wind 

20kW (74# 

Turbines)

Promenade 12 3759792 438204 6146000 14.03

6.0

Measure MRe3

Urban Wind 

20kW (1# 

turbine)

Promenade 13 50808 5922 87000 14.69

5.3

Measure MRe7
Solar Field 

2.8MWp
Pebsham 14 2984800 178790 3921878 23.01

-1.9

Measure MRe8
Solar Field 

1MWp
Pebsham 15 1066000 78777 1907626 24.22

-4.2

Total All Options 24831272 3018503 31434879 10.41
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The areas in blue that we would recommend further investigation into are set out below: 

 

The reasons for these selections are as follows: 

MRe15 Heat Network.  

CHP and Heat Networks are technologies backed by consecutive governments. As such there are 

feasibility study grants available to local authorities to assess local opportunities. The site at 

Bohemia Road looks viable for a host of reasons and we would recommend that it be further 

investigated. 

MRe2 and MRe4 Urban Wind – Crematorium and Promenade 

This is a German technology designed for the urban environment and, whilst it is under construction 

at Birmingham, would be amongst the first of its kind in the Country.  It proposes significant energy 

yields and can be used for advertising. Paybacks look good and we feel it would be worth 

investigating one of these turbines, perhaps initially at the Crematorium. 

MRe11 1.5MW Wind Turbine 

Wind is an excellent technology and Hastings has very good wind speeds. The site at Upper Wilting 

Farm looks ideal for this purpose and the land is owned by the Council. Whilst there are many 

potential issues with the site relating to archaeology, species and habitats, we would recommend 

this site be investigated further. There is significant potential for linked battery storage here. 

MRe10 Resomation 

This is a technology that moves cremation into the 21st century. It is proven and in use around the 

world. As the UK grid moves to electrification and away from gas, it should be seriously considered. 

The fact that the site can potentially install renewable technology which would power this solution 

and make it zero carbon also works very well reputationally for the Council whilst future proofing 

the cost of cremation for years to come. 
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Mesure MRe15

Heat Network 

(CHP)

Bohemia 

(Summerfields 

Leisure)

1

4,586,736       256421 1780400

6.94

13.1

Measure MRe2
Urban Wind 

Only 40 (1#)
Crematorium 2 101616 14800 104925 7.09

12.9

Measure MRe11 1.5MW Wind
Upper Wilting 

Farm
3 3810600 527006 3780000 8.67

12.8

Measure MRe10

Resomation 

and Wind 

(40kW x 1# 

Turbine)

Crematorium 4 101616 40239 360150 8.95

11.0

Measure MRe4

Urban Wind 

40kW (1# 

turbine)

Promenade 9 101616 11843 121925 10.29

9.7

Total All Options 4115448 593888 4367000 7.35 11.9
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Large Sites with specific problems 

Pebsham landfill Site with Pebsham farm to left of images. 

 

  
 

We have carried out calculations for a both a selection of sizes of wind turbine and various sizes of 

Solar field at Pebsham landfill. The reason for this is that the land is available and publicly owned and 

therefore no rental fee would be required. It is land-rise (ex-landfill) and so of limited value in the 

short to medium term, is not especially shaded and could be easily secured.  

Solar (MRe7 and MRe8) 

Having assessed the site based on a 2.8MW array (to factor the apparent available spare 3MW of 

capacity) and using a FIT rate of £0.0043, which would be the rate until 30 September 2017, we have 

been unable to deliver a payback until 18 years. If we could not find a way to develop this site other 

than as a stand-alone array, then the FIT rate would fall to £0.0032 and as such payback would be 

further worsened. 

We have calculated using a 1MW array which benefits from a FIT rate of £0.0172/kWh (assuming we 

could find a way to develop this site other than as a stand-alone array). Unfortunately, because of 

the c £800,000 cost to connect this to grid, and because of the negative economies of scale, this 

array pays back in around 24 years. Whilst the larger (2.8MW) array is a better investment, given FIT 

payments are only paid for 20 years, we would not see this as a particularly strong investment and 

so would not recommend either solution here.   

Wind (MRe13) 

The Pebsham site is again farther away from the grid connection than Upper Wilting Farm which 

makes the site less viable than the latter on this basis alone. Coupled with the fact that this is a 

landfill site and unstable in the short term and the fact that the site would not be able to free up its 

3MW ‘spare capacity’ to allow this installation to export without an additional connection and 

supporting infrastructure, this site becomes unviable. 
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Sea Front Solution 

Solar Lamp Posts 

We have looked at a solution for solar lamp posts along the sea front. These would be an interesting 

feature for the promenade and would provide a reasonable amount of power. We are awaiting 

details from UK Power Networks concerning ability and cost to connect to grid along the sea front 

and so have not yet been able to properly cost these. Clearly, they would not expect to deliver the 

sort of income streams we would expect from Urban Wind (see later) and the need to replace 

existing lamp posts is an East Sussex County Council responsibility as the highways provider. We 

would be pleased to discuss this and put you in contact with a provider of these solar lamp posts and 

assess their claims if you wish to take this forward. 
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Replacement Asbestos Roof Solution 

We have been researching solutions to the problem posed to us by Hastings Borough Council 

surveyors. That being, how to deal with commercial properties that have asbestos roofs. Whilst 

these can be overlaid with roofing material, this seals in the problem for future resolution and is 

therefore not helpful.  

We have taken a Hastings Borough Council commercial building as an example to base calculations 

from: 

 

 

As such we believe we have found a solution that links a stable replacement roof and insulation 

solution with a PV installer that will, with the benefit of FIT payments and energy savings, contribute 

towards the cost of this replacement. Naturally it will be best if these premises are empty at the 

time of re-roofing but we would propose that a schedule be set up based on the expected lease end 

dates where possible.  

The solution would provide for the stripping and safe disposal of the existing asbestos roofs. 

Replacement with two skin sheeting 120mm composite panel with 10% roof-lights (which would 

provide ample daylight whilst also freeing up more potential space for PV arrays). 

We would expect the industry to stop maintaining asbestos sheeting over time and refuse support 

due to the occupational health hazards. As such, with limited provision of these services, costs will 

inevitably rise. 

Costs for removal, install and fitting of this roofing product would be around for a building such as 

that imaged above would be of the order of £722,000 including the recommended sized PV array. 
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Wind Turbines – Promenade (Urban Wind) 

By generating power along the coastline of Hastings, alongside adjacent land owned by the 

Foreshore Trust, the Government will pay a Feed-In Tariff (FIT) rate per kWh generated. This is linked 

to RPI inflation for 20 years. The Foreshore Trust is an historic organisation with only one trustee 

(HBC) and a protector who is the decision maker. 

 

The rate payable for wind (to 30 Sep 17) for wind turbines at this 20kW or 40kW scale would be 

£0.0833/kWh. Whilst Solar PV is a very effective energy generator, wind is around twice as efficient.  

For comparison, the rate (to 30 Sep 2017) for 20kW or 40kW of Solar PV scale would be 

£0.0429/kWh). Given that in optimal and comparable conditions, solar delivers around half of the 

energy that wind delivers, it is clear that wind is a much more financially viable option. 

FIT Export (incentive). This is a payment made for the sale of unused electrical energy back to the 

national grid. The current rate for this is £0.0503/kWh. We would ideally want to sell the power 

generated to local seafront businesses as they would be avoiding the need to purchase energy from 

the grid at upwards of £0.10 per kWh and as such the Council could expect to achieve a better return 

on its investment. Indeed, it would ideally need to do this. 

By installing turbines such as these along the coastline, Hastings would be amongst the first Local 

Authority to install and the first coastal district or borough authority. Hastings would become the 

exemplar ‘beacon’ to be followed by others. As such, this would have significant reputational 

benefits. 

Wind Turbines Proposed 

The technology being considered is relatively new to the market and is a German technology.  

At only 20 metres height, the smallest 20kW unit has much less visual impact than traditional 

turbines and it operates in an urban environment due to the rotating venturi design of the profile  

A single 20-metre high urban design turbine with 2m fins delivers (in the right location) would be 

expected to generate 40,000kWh to 50,000kWh of electricity per annum at a cost of £70,000 per 

unit plus installation and commissioning 

Whilst a mast would need to be erected for 3 months + to test for the frequency of suitable wind 

events and wind speeds, the NOABL UK wind database shows local wind levels of between 5.7 m/s 
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(12.8 mph) at 10 meters and 6.5 m/s (14.5 mph) at 25 meters which ought to be more than 

adequate for this technology. 

If such turbines were to be installed down the length of the promenade, then arguably around 150 

units could be installed. However, to optimise the FIT rate, a maximum of 74 should be employed 

following trials and tests if using 20kW turbines and 37 units if using 40kW units. The reason for this 

is that if we exceed 1.5MW of generation capacity, the FIT rate will reduce from £0.032/kWh to 

£0.0081/kWh. By trialling with a single turbine, rates of £0.833 can be achieved 
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Large Scale Wind - Pebsham Landfill, Upper Wilting Farm 

and the Cliffs at East Ore 

Hastings has enviable windspeed resources. However, due to dense population, and geographical 

constraints including Areas of Outstanding Natural beauty (AONB) and Sites of Special Scientific 

Interest (SSSI), many sites are not permissible. There are also rules and constraints regarding 

minimum distances between turbines and existing properties: 

Buffer distance non-residential buildings 100 metres 

Buffer distance for residential buildings  400 metres 

Buffer for overhead lines 100 metres 

Buffer for protected species 50 metres 

 

Planning guidance contained within PPS 22 suggest that a topple distance for a wind turbine is tower 

height plus blade length plus 10%.  

Consequently, the only potentially viable sites for large turbines (500kW+) are at Pebsham Country 

Park (around the Pebsham landfill site), Upper Wilting Farm (a site owned by Hastings Borough 

Council) and the Cliffs at East Ore. 
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Pebsham Landfill 

For Pebsham, there is an opportunity to work with the neighbouring authority, Rother District 

Council to extend into the Pebsham Country Park. The green section below shows the area that 

would be viable for this installation of wind turbines. It is notable that most of this area falls within 

the borders of Rother District Council. 

 

We have set out potential for wind at sites above and have focussed upon a maximum 1.5MW 

turbine. This is because the government backed financial incentive rates beyond 1.5MW drop off 

significantly and make a financial return difficult to achieve for turbines above 1.5MW. 

Alongside issues over acceptability, proximity to premises, adequate grid connection and 

environmental stipulations on development, it should be noted that in June 2015, the Secretary of 

State for Communities and Local Government set out considerations to be applied to proposed on-

shore wind energy developments. This made clear that planning permission should only be granted 

for such developments if: 

i. The site has been identified as suitable for wind energy development in a Local Plan or 

Neighbourhood Plan 

ii. The planning impacts identified by the affected local community have been fully addressed, 

and 

iii. The proposal has the local community’s backing. 

It is broadly accepted in planning circles that these three requirements are aimed at avoiding the 

permitting of on-shore wind in England and Wales. The third and final point, local community 

backing is generally accepted to mean local to the siting of the turbine. As such, any proposal for 

wind turbines should seek to ensure that majority local backing is in place. Inclusion of private wire 

and power to local business and communities is likely to assist with this. Preparation of wind, pre-

planning can cost up to £200,000 and as such, preparation must be taken very seriously. 

It is notable and should be borne in mind that whilst such developments may receive negative 

feedback from individuals within local communities, survey studies of acceptability to wind across 

the UK and worldwide are invariably positive.  As such, it must be remembered that those that 

respond negatively to wind turbine proposals are generally in the minority and will tend to do so on 

aesthetic, belief, personal and financial grounds. In a democracy, a predominantly positive or 
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ambivalent majority must be taken account of. A 1.5MW array would be expected to provide 

sufficient electrical energy per year to power over 800 typical UK homes annually. 

Key elements to the installation of large wind turbines are: 

• Proximate and appropriate grid access 

• Adequate or adaptable road links 

• Visual Impact 

• Presence of protected species 

It is not the purpose of this report to repeat known facts. However, it is important to highlight all 

possible cases for energy and fleet related income generation for Hastings Borough Council. As such, 

we have summarised the findings of the well-considered Elements Energy and CBA reports and 

updated these as appropriate, most especially with an emphasis on financial considerations. This to 

bring this option to the fore in one comprehensive study document.   

Our assessment related to potential grid connection has been informed through personal 

communication with engineers at UK Power Networks on 21 June 2017. Grid connection costs at 

Pebsham Landfill site would likely be of the order of £1.05m for the infrastructure leading to the 

connection of a single 1.5MW turbine.  

We were told that according to Biffa, there is 3MW of nearby available capacity. This is allegedly 

available because over time, the methane gas that is emitted from the landfill site is reducing. Whilst 

this is undoubtedly the case, we have not been able to prove or disprove it and await half hourly 

data from Biffa.  

However, what we understand is that this capacity cannot be assumed to be ‘handed over’ for the 

purposes of wind or solar. The production of energy from landfill gas is a relatively constant (albeit 

reducing) process that happens with relative constancy throughout the day and night. By contrast, 

solar and wind are intermittent technologies and UK Power Network (as the DNO) have stated that 

they will not allow this change of material use to take place. A new and formal application would 

have to take place as with any other site.   

Given the costs of connection being greater than those of Upper Wilting Farm (due to the greater 

distance from sub-station), we have now discounted this site as having potential for large wind or 

large solar and have downgraded it to a possible 250kW solar array. Such an array would need to be 

mounted on a building if it were to benefit from an appropriate FIT incentive rate. Such an array 

does not stack up well financially. 

Whilst a 250kW wind turbine would deliver greater energy yields than solar, we feel that the costs 

and difficulties of getting this through planning for all the archaeological and habitat based issues 

would not make this project viable.  
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Upper Wilting Farm 

The image below shows Upper Wilting Farm, a property and piece of land owned by Hastings 

Borough Council. This is our preferred site for all large-scale energy generating activities. 

 

 

The main access point to the site at Upper Wilting farm is via the B2092 (Crowhurst Lane). Farm 

tracks provide access to sites over agricultural land. 

In 2013, the CBA report commissioned by Hasting Borough Council suggested that turbines 500kW 

and 900kW with height to blade tip of 77m would not significantly compromise the openness of the 

local landscape. It was felt that turbines with blade tip heights of 109m plus would likely be less 

acceptable due to their prominence above the wooded skyline in views south of the Battle-Hastings 

ridge. Technology moves apace and it is now possible to procure a 1.5MW turbine with ground to 

blade tip heights of less than 100 metres.  

An Environmental Impact assessment should take place. this would include: 

A Visual impact assessment be conducted. We have associates that could carry these out on your 

behalf and these would be likely to cost in the region of £20,000. Beyond this, further investigations 

will need to take place including but not limited to: 

Architectural investigations - likely to find evidence of past habitation – Late Mesolithic, early 

Neolithic, to Bronze age, iron age and early Romano-British, as well as documented remains of a 
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post medieval coach road running through the site. It is the stated belief of the CBA authors that this 

study could cost in the region of £500,000.  

CBA mapping from 2013 shows area of known archaeological interest (yellow hatched areas to NE 

and SW): 
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The site considered for wind technologies by the previous reports are highlighted in yellow below: 
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Specifically, locations that are red lined as C below. Note that sites A and B are sited within the 

Rother Borough: 

 

The farm site owned by Hastings Borough Council is sited upon a significant plot of land. Of all the 

potential wind sites in the Borough, this looks likely to be the most promising. However, it is not 

without its issues. Following discussions with UK Power Networks, it is possible that a connection 

might be possible at the end of the feeder near this site. A 500kW turbine might be possible to be 

accommodated on this existing network. Further calculations will need to be made following a 

formal submission to UK Power Networks which we would be pleased to assist with.  

If such a connection were not possible, then the cost to connect to the nearest sub-station will be 

around £800,000. We have therefore reworked our proposals based on a single 500kW turbine and 

factored the 1.5MW turbine with this new connection cost included. Details are set out in the table 

on page 56. Indicatively, the paybacks for 1.5MW look to be around 8-9 years with a 500kW turbine 

at around 13-14 years. 

UK Power Networks have recently announced changes in the way that customer connection costs 

are factored. Consequently, the customer element of upgrade payments is reduced as technology is 

used to automate and control when energy is exported, thereby preventing the network from being 

overloaded. 

Further Analysis Required: 

If this site is to be taken forward for investigatory work into renewables such as large wind turbines, 

many studies will need to be carried out. 

These will include but not be confined to: 
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Protected species study – likely to find great crested newts, hazel dormouse, harvest mouse, 

hedgehog, water vole, bat species, migrating birds, badger sets – all would require to be dealt with 

appropriately. For example, work must not be carried out closer than 30 metres from a badger set, 

hedgerow loss must be minimal. Perhaps most importantly. Bat populations are protected. There is 

a medium to high population threat to Serotine, Noctule and Nathusius pipistrelle species of bats, 

the latter two species have been recorded within 5km of this site. To minimise bat contact with 

turbines, Natural England require a 50-metre buffer (for turbines of the height under discussion) 

applied around any feature into which no part of the turbine may intrude.  

Data on sightings in this area for the species discussed are set out below along with dates of 

observations: 

 
As such, assessments would be recommended and required regarding bat surveys, bird surveys 

(breeding, wintering and migration periods). These would need to be conducted over periods of 

specific activity so can take at least 12 months to complete. The cost of such an ecological impact 

assessment would likely be in the region of £25,000, dependant on what could be utilised from 

previous and existing reports and studies. 

All British bird species, including their eggs and nests are protected under the Wildlife and 

Countryside Act 1981. Several bird species that are rare and further protected under schedule 1 of 

this act have been sighted within 2km of this site. Details of bird surveys undertaken and sightings 

made are as set out below: 
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Habitats –there are protected species living near woods, in hedgerows and in areas surrounding the 

site. There is also some protected fauna. 
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Flood Assessment. The detail provided by the CBA report suggests there is no real concern in this 

regard. See Environment Agency flood mapping below: 

 

 

Wind monitoring – Whilst desktop assessments appear to provide good quality wind resource, it is 

always advisable to install a mast to ensure this and to test for frequency of good quality wind 

speeds. It must be borne in mind that one 1.5MW turbine will not be generating 1.5MW of power 

until wind speeds are blowing steadily at around 27 miles per hour (around 12 metres per second).  

When the wind falls below that level, wind power production falls exponentially. 

Full and frank consultation with relevant stakeholders is required and would help to ensure that the 

project is not derailed by activists before or during the planning stages. 

A gas pipeline runs near the site and the routing of this would need to be investigated further. 
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BT Microwave links are likely to be obstructed by the presence of a turbine but this ought not you 

require excessive cost to address rerouting. 

 
 

The image above sets out microwave communication links across the area in question. 

Taking the details set out above into account, the following is an example of what might be 

achievable from a 1.5MW wind turbine at or around Upper Wilting Farm: 

Item Cost Benefits Figures 

Turbine Supply and Install £2,500,000 FIT rate £0.0833/kWh 

Grid Connection £800,000 Generation/Year 3810MWh 

Archaeological study £500,000   

Species and Habitat Impact 
Assessment 

£25,000   

Visual impact assessment £20,000 Operational Costs 
(O&M) 

£90,000 

Wind Assessment £15,000 Gross Income Year 1 £546,059 

Capital Cost £3,810,600 Net Income Year 1 £445,059 

 

Payback above comes out at around 9 years but would require significant due diligence to verify the 

viability of the site regarding wind, heritage, species etc surveys as discussed. 
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Cliff Areas, East Ore 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GIS mapping produced by Elements Energy is set out below for East Ore: 

 
The image above shows the small coastal areas of East Ore in green where large-scale wind may be 

viable, SAC, HBC officer opinion and public opinion permitting.  

The key to these maps are set out below: 

 
 

The image below sets out potential considerations for siting of turbine in the Ore area: 
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The image below sets out potential considerations for siting of a wind turbine in the East Ore area: 

 

Hastings Country Park Nature Reserve (Ore) 

 

The Elements energy report and subsequent CBA report have ruled out the sites around Hastings 

Cliffs Specials Area of Conservation (SAC) around East Ore due to the views and expectations of 

Hastings Borough Council planning officers. We have looked again at this for completeness but 

accept that if planners are saying this is not viable, then it is unlikely to achieve public support.  

It must be stated that wind technology is seen by a minority of the UK population as unacceptable 

no matter the benefits. As such, attempting to install on a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) such as 

this, will be extremely contentious. Given the costs of taking a wind turbine application as far as 

planning, such a decision should be made with extreme care. 
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It must be accepted that, as with the site at Upper Wilting Farm, all the issues that apply there apart 

from microwave links will also apply at East Ore.  Grid connection costs will vary as will species in the 

area but this is a very prominent location and as such, a turbine siting here will be relatively 

contentious. Species that have been sighted around the Hastings Country park in Ore include the 

hazel dormouse, badgers and water voles. Bat species recorded within 2km of the site include 

Serotine, Daubenton’s bat, Natterer’s bat, Nathusius pipistrelle, Soprano Pipistrelle and Brown long-

eared bats.  

Following discussions with UK Power Networks concerning this location, we understand that this site 

will be problematic in terms of a grid connection.  

The closest connection comes from one of the sites near Canterbury in Kent. There is a lack of 

available export capacity at that site, (availability is currently capped at 200kW). This is insufficient to 

justify the sort of work required to install either large ground mounted solar or wind turbine(s). To 

access capacity from closest feeder station will require a minimum connection cost of £875,000. 

We would contend that if the Council are to move forward to feasibility on a wind turbine then this 

should be sited at or around Upper Wilting Farm rather than at Ore due to the likelihood that, 

according to planners, it will not be publicly acceptable.  

Moreover, the costs of connection and investigation coupled with the uncertainty of this site make 

this too large a risk. 
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District Heating 

A heat network, which can also be known as a communal or district heating system, provides heating 

and hot water to each home in a development from a single, central source such as a large (often 

biomass) boiler or CHP engine in a centralised plant room. The heat supplier manages the bulk 

energy supply (such as gas, pellet or wood chip), to this plant room. There are a range of energy 

technologies that could be used to provide heat and power into a heat network. This study does not 

look at these in great depth because at this stage, the important aspect is assessing the most 

workable locations and their general viability.  

Having looked at sites in Hastings for heat networks, we see that there is some potential at several 

locations. The four residential towers on Stonehouse Drive would lend themselves to this 

technology, the promenade along the seafront, Conquest hospital as well as potentially the public 

buildings on Bohemia Road (A21).  

Previous work commissioned by Hastings BC shows heat demand densities (see image below) are 

prominent around Bohemia in the south and Conquest hospital in the north. Conquest hospital 

would operate well with CHP (although this would produce no clear financial benefit to HBC). The 

Hospital site may work well with planned residential development in the area and this should be 

investigated, although again it remains unclear how this would be managed through involvement 

with developers.  

 
 

Of these locations, the latter (Bohemia Road site) lends itself most favourably because of the 

number and proximity of public buildings (and current Government focus on “One Public Estate”). 

The area of public woodland behind these premises would allow for a soft dig to take place and the 

siting of leisure centres at either end of the run make this an apparently attractive opportunity.  
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In fact, due to the availability of open land around these public premises, there may be potential for 

fuel storage which might lend itself to the storage of fuel pellets. This might in turn, make combined 

heat and power (CHP) where energy is produced from an engine that provides heat as a by-product, 

the most viable option here. As such, we have focused our District Heating activity in this area. 

Bohemia 

This area, linked by Bohemia Road has many Public Estate buildings (Police, Fire Service, Law Courts, 

Magistrates, St John Ambulance, Registrar, St Paul’s Academy CoE School, Museum and 

Summerfield’s Leisure centre etc). This should make the potential to provide a joined-up heat (and 

cooling) approach a little easier to negotiate. There are plans in the White Rock Area (which includes 

Summerfield Leisure Centre) for redevelopment which include plans for around 150 houses.  

Naturally these would benefit from District Heating if this were planned prior to planning and 

building taking place. We understand that developers are offering SIL payments of around £15m for 

up to 75 houses. This would further establish the case for district heating potential in this area. See 

area defined by red line below: 

 

 
Map showing Bohemia Road region selected 

 
Map above shows locations of sites of most interest. (as set out in table below): 
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Map above shows indicative trench routing between the 12 sites. 

 

The image above sets out a representation of a potential route for trenching and piping to connect 

to 12 sites together. The sites are set out below from East to West:  

Hastings Museum and Art Gallery Hastings Law Courts 

Summerfield’s Leisure Centre Registrar 

St John Ambulance Fire Station 

Travelodge Horntye Sports Centre 

Hastings Police Station St Paul’s Academy 

Hastings Magistrates Court YMCA 

Key to sites: 

 12 months of kWh billing data provided 

 Publicly Available data used 

 CIBSE benchmarking data used 

 

We hold energy data for Hastings Museum and Art Gallery. Hastings Borough Council own, but do 

not operate, Summerfield’s Leisure Centre. However, we have been provided with energy 

consumption data for this site. We have established actual energy data from Sussex Police for the 

police station and have publicly accessible or benchmark data for most of the remaining sites. See 

key above. 

Positives: 

Sites can be trenched via soft digging on publicly owned land. There appears to be little or no hard 

digging required. There are locations where a heat and power source can be sited, most obviously at 

Summerfield’s Leisure Centre which could potentially have boilers removed and CHP engine installed 

in their place or at a location adjacent the building.  

All the locations suggested for heat network are proximate to one another and five of them (are 

public or third sector). The sites selected are likely to have reasonable heat and cooling demands 

with two hotels and two leisure centres. The distance run to connect all eight of the sites looks to be 
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around £840,000 If this is operated by the Council, those embarking upon it will expect and enjoy a 

trusted and cast iron backed guarantee.  

There are current discussions around redevelopment of the White Rock area and this may allow 

some of this work to commence as part of this. The government are very supportive of this 

technology and would be likely to support a bid for feasibility funding to gather further information 

to better understand the viability of the project.  

We have experience of providing Critical Friend advice to Councils and would be happy to provide 

such critical friend advice to Hastings Borough Council to quality assess and critique any such 

recommendations should you elect to go down this route. 

We have discussed the potential for grid connectivity for this site with UK Power Networks. AS 

mentioned earlier, provision of 200kW of export capacity would be available here. As such, any roof 

mounted solar array could be accommodated here. 

Given a worst-case scenario sized CHP (or similar) engine were to be mounted here, then the cost to 

connect to grid for a 1MW rated energy generator would be around £230,000 plus transformer 

costs.  

Negatives 

The railway line that connects Hastings with St Leonards Warrior Square bisects the proposed trench 

route between St John’s Ambulance and Summerfield’s Leisure Centre. The track passes through a 

tunnel at this location and so this may be less of an issue. However, discussions would need to take 

place at the earliest juncture with Network Rail. The project will carry a relatively high capital cost – 

although it will come with a payback. 

These sites already have heating and (in some cases) cooling in place and will need to see a 

significant financial benefit before considering what to many will be a disruptive solution. 

We would contend that of all the sites in the Borough, this would potentially be the easiest to 

establish and as such our recommendation would be to take this to full feasibility. If it were to be 

installed, it would serve as the basis for future works or expansions. 

The indicative costs for trenching this route would be around £840,000. It is recommended that the 

production at the energy centre should be oversized to accommodate all 12 sites with capacity to 

spare in the event of redevelopment. 

Our principle concerns are over the current low price of gas. If the network were to be powered by 

mains gas, then a low gas cost is clearly beneficial. However, at a time when the premises under 

consideration are paying all time low prices for gas central heating, there is limited incentive to 

move to what may be perceived as a new technology. 

An early assessment for this site with a proposed gas-powered CHP engine shows a payback of under 

11 years with a capital cost of £1.8m. Resultant energy savings for electricity at 31MWh and for gas 

at 1,551MWh. It is the current cost of gas and electricity that makes this less attractive. With the 

right approach and sizing the payback could be around 7.7 years or below. 
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More work will need to be conducted to establish detail including: 

i. Actual kWh (electricity and heating) usage  

ii. Rates paid and acceptable to users 

iii. Terms of charges 

iv. Appetite from management at the locations suggested to pursue this.  

v. Regeneration plans for the area.   

Promenade Premises 

 
 

Whilst the promenade should have significant potential for heat networks, there are no obvious 

anchor users that look to benefit from such a heat or cooling network. This is more concerning given 

what look like significant hard trenching and piping costs and disruption required to connect them.  

The distance required for such trenching looks significant and the buildings that would benefit 

(Muriel Matters House, White Rock Theatre) already have heating in place and have no apparent 

demand for mechanical cooling. By connecting the proposed Bohemia Road heat network from 

Summerfield’s Leisure Centre to White Rock Theatre, there is potential to pick up the Promenade 

from here. See image with possible route below: 
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This would require hard digging under at least 3 roads (including the A21 and St Margaret’s Road) 

and potentially a car park to facilitate this.  

Simply to connect the Leisure Centre with White Rock Theatre would indicatively require trenching 

of around 625m. It should be noted that the energy use at the Theatre has been profligate because, 

(until recently), there was no control of the boilers. This meant that they operated 24/7.  

There is effectively no building fabric insulation in this building and a need to invest heavily in this 

structure if it is to stay in business.  To connect Muriel Matters (Aquila) House to White Rock Theatre 

would require an additional 660m of trenching and all of this would be hard dig within highways. The 

propensity of small guest houses and shops along this promenade route (which will already be 

served by mains gas to central heating) do not obviously lend themselves to involvement in such a 

project. 

Residential Towers and Ponswood 

There may be interest in linking the four residential tower blocks around Stonehouse Drive. These 17 

storey blocks (Churchill Court, Kennedy Court, Roosevelt Court and Bevin Court) run in a line and 

each are separated by around 50 metres of open grassland. Only Bevin Court is separated from the 

other three by a roadway (Stonehouse Drive). As such, trenching and ducting here would be 

potentially straightforward and there is sufficient space around the sites for an appropriately sized 

energy centre. 

 
Note Hollington Stream (potential heat source) to North and West of the development. 
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With the Ponswood Industrial Estate directly south of the 4 residential blocks, crossing Menzies 
road, there may be merit in further investigation here. This particularly as the Ponswood site is in 
large part owned by HBC. 

 

To progress work in this area, more information would be required pertaining to energy use (heat 

and power) at the residential blocks and at the industrial estate. 

Technologies: 

Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 

Whilst there are a wide variety of technologies that would provide the heat source to a heat 

network, our consideration has been towards Combined Heat and Power. This is because of the 

locations visited. Summerfield’s Leisure would make an ideal location for a CHP engine. It has 

reasonable space in the basement plant room, it could replace the existing 6# boilers and if required, 

there looks to be sufficient space adjoining to house a CHP or indeed an absorption chiller. As a pool 

facility, any surplus heat produced could be lost to the pool which is always beneficial for a heat 

network.  

We have not carried out district heat investigation into Conquest Hospital as we understand that 

Regen South West are providing detail here. 

Next Steps 

There are opportunities for Hastings Borough Council to pursue additional feasibility study funding 

to investigate sites further. This funding from the Heat Networks Delivery Unit (HNDU) can be 

sourced through the Government’s Department for Business Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS). 

Typically, the department will grant up to 66% of feasibility study funding up to a total of 

approximately £100,000. 
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If HBC decide to pursue this, we would recommend that you: 

i. Focus on detailed EC planning and network routing regarding Bohemia and allied link to 

Promenade, Conquest Hospital, the 4 tower blocks and Ponswood. 

ii. Engage with stakeholders 

iii. Investigate the electricity grid capacity (G59 application) 

iv. Consider biofuels and associated design constraints more carefully 

v. Keep abreast of future developments 

Having had experience of working with Councils that have sought and won this funding, we would 

strongly recommend that you set out your requirements and “red lines” very clearly from the start, 

before commissioning the Government’s frame worked Heat Network consultants.  

The number of available consultants on the BEIS list for this work is rather small and as such we have 

seen some rather disappointing findings from these studies carried out elsewhere. We would be 

pleased to work with you as a critical friend to assist you to set out your requirements and 

specification and/or oversee the delivery of this work to seek to ensure that the report you receive is 

beneficial to you and moves you forward. 
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Landfill Gas Generation 

Demand Side Response (FFR and STOR) 

There is potential here for a revenue stream based on imbalance trading. However, without the 

provision of half hourly data for this location, we will not be able to provide accurate assumptions. 

We would be pleased to work through potential revenue numbers with the Council once 12 months 

of half hourly data can be made available.  

We understand that the current installation operating on landfill gas at Pebsham Landfill is equipped 

with control systems which allow for elements of capacity market response to occur, although the 

response rate of the engines is not fast, and therefore the load offered to National Grid is limited.   

Consideration could be given to installing biodiesel or natural gas fuelled generation as an 

alternative for a higher premium – assuming the contract terms offered match the investment risk. 

We would expect this to be financially beneficial to the Council. To take any of this further, we would 

require access to at least 12 months (and ideally 24 months) of half hourly data. 

 
Land-rise (landfill) site above around Pebsham Farm House, Pebsham Lane, Bexhill. 
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Alternative Solutions 

Hydro 

Buckshole Reservoir 

 

We have been unable to contact appropriate staff at the Environment Agency to investigate the 

potential for hydro-electric or water source heat pump technologies. The rivers around East Sussex 

include the Brede, Cuckmere, Glynde Reach, Grom, Ouse, Rother, Tillingham and Uck. 

The Buckshole reservoir, a 3.5-acre expanse of water, is fed by the River Rother and may well have 

potential as a thermal store but with existing residential development surrounding, it is unlikely that 

there would be a suitable consumer of heat provided.  

Anaerobic Digestion 

There may well be an opportunity to utilise Fishing waste from the fishing fleet on the beach at 

Hastings for energy generation from Anaerobic Digestion (AD). If more detail of annual tonnage of 

waste material could be made available along with calorific value of same, we would be pleased to 

provide approximate benefits for this.  

However, unlike technologies such as Solar PV which are largely maintenance free, we would point 

out that AD, whilst a proven and effective technology, does need to be properly managed and any 

failure to do so can result in the feedstock having to be disposed of and can result in the production 

of excessive odour in the surrounding area.  

Wood Fuel Biomass 

We have not dealt on biomass opportunities in large part because of the changes to regulation on 

emissions following ‘Diesel gate’. If it were decided, following a comprehensive study of all 

technologies via HNDU that a heat network should be addressed with technology such as biomass, 

then there would look to be potential to source wood chip for this locally. That said, wood pellet is a 

more efficient fuel source and we have not yet been able to locate a suitably proximate supplier of 

this fuel source. 
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Hastings Borough Council Estate 

Billing Anomalies 

There do appear to be billing anomalies amongst some of the data provided to us. To address this 

further, we would need to be provided with a letter of authority to access data from the suppliers 

along with billing and meter readings for the past 2 years.  

LASER was appointed to the Council one year ago. The Council had been moved away from Laser by 

Briar Associates some six years ago. Our experience of Laser is that it represents poor value and 

choice with no real forensic billing. Whilst they are offering the Council their bureau service, without 

sub metering, this will provide no additional value from what are largely estimated billing details.   

If the Council are to stay with LASER and potentially purchase their bureau service, we would 

recommend assessing exactly what it is that they are offering and what they expect to achieve for 

you from this process. It would also be important to consider automatic metering because the 

current situation relies too heavily on estimated billing. We would recommend that Laser be tasked 

to price for this. We would also recommend a pricing and procurement exercise be conducted with 

other suppliers. There are companies we work with that would assess the entirety of the market for 

you to establish the best and most appropriate offering for Hastings BC.  

Compilation 

We have compiled the data provided from utility bills into a spreadsheet for a 12-month period. This 

is available to Hastings BC as appendix 1. Whilst this is as accurate as we could make it, given the 

billing detail provided, it is still missing several months of data and assumptions have had to be 

made for these periods based on previous and sequential months data. We would strongly 

recommend that energy data be captured and stored in this way henceforth. Pricing data is useful 

but it does not allow the Council to understand where there are billing anomalies as it includes 

standing charges and credits etc. 

Normalisation 

We have normalised the gas data for the sites based on degree day data for the region. This mean 

that the data can be compared against previous and future years and any anomalies such as 

excessively cold or mild winters are removed for the sake of direct comparison. 

kWh/metre squared 

We have calculated energy use as kWh per metre squared for properties where m2 data is available. 

As there are a good deal of sites where this information is not available or is approximated, we 

would suggest that this information be gathered, most viably during EPC assessments. 

Profile of meters 

Only two of the site meters encountered were half hourly meters. This means that are auto read and 

the data is provided and available in half hourly periods 24/7. Briar Associates have done a good job 

in the past assessing and adjusting the profile of non-half hourly meters to ensure that the most 

appropriate billing style is applied (e.g. day and night tariffs). With the advent of P272 (see later), it 

would be worthwhile addressing this again. 
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ASC vs MD 

All commercial sites are required to specify the maximum amount of energy they are going to 

consume at any one time. If this estimate is below their maximum demand, they will be financially 

penalised. Consequently, many organisations are encouraged to set this figure unnecessarily high. 

Whilst the half hourly (HH) sites noted are not especially high, there are savings available.  From the 

data provided, we would contend that Muriel Matters House is being charged £1,932/year more 

than it ought to be for onsite capacity that it does not appear to require. Similarly, White Rock Baths 

(The Source), whilst not paid for by the Council, is being charged £1,128/year more than it ought to 

be for onsite capacity that it does not appear to require. 

The Source has sub metering that is not understood and is therefore not used by anyone. This 

should be addressed as sub metering can be expensive and has no benefit if not properly utilised. 

We would recommend that these be assessed and adjusted accordingly. 

P272 

We have made recommendations, providing a script so that HBC estates managers may contact 

LASER to establish what has been set upon their behalf for P272. We have not yet seen the response 

from LASER to this but would welcome their reply so that we may establish how P272 is being taken 

forward for Hastings Borough Council by LASER. 

Sub metering  

We would recommend that Muriel Matters House be sub-metered. This ideally should be carried out 

by technology type (computers, lighting, ventilation etc). However, if this is not possible due to 

layout of the site’s distribution boards, then it should be carried out by floor. This will allow 

competition between floors to reduce energy use and allow staff to understand when equipment is 

being left on at times when it should not be. CLS Energy work with several partners in this area and 

would be happy to recommend an appropriate solution for the site.  

Laser and Alternatives 

The Council’s contract with LASER provides limited data and a range of energy costs from very low to 

rather high. Since most of the sites are non-half hourly metered and bills are estimated, there is a 

large degree of uncertainty in the billing figures. As such, there is room for unrealistic costs being 

levied.   

There are a range of alternatives to LASER on the market and we would be pleased to work together 

with the Council to source and procure the most appropriate. To do this, we would need to 

understand the Council’s attitude towards uncertainty and risk in the energy market so that we 

could investigate the most suitable products.  

If the Council wished to take this forward, we could bring you into contact with an appropriately 

frame-worked company that would be able to go out to the whole of the energy market and seek 

the best prices for Hastings Borough Council based on the level of appetite for risk, period of fix etc 

that the Council wished to embark upon. This would allow the Council to test the market not only for 

energy but also for forensic billing assessment alternatives and linked or separate metering 

opportunities. 
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Energy Switching Solution 

We work with a partner that can provide energy switching to both commercial and residential clients 

on behalf of Councils. The real benefits over most such schemes is that they can ‘white label’ the 

product for the Council bit also take all the calls. Historically this latter point, (Councils being unable 

to resource ongoing phone lines), has been the reason why Council schemes such as iChooser have 

not been particularly successful (or at all financially advantageous for councils).   

Whilst the residential side would make an income stream for the Council and a community pot for 

the Council to disseminate, the commercial arm would potential make a significant income for the 

Council itself. The community pot could serve to alleviate fuel poverty and potentially pump prime 

an initiative as seen in Sunderland where NHS CCG are encouraged to prescribe boilers and 

insulation to those at risk of cold related deaths in their homes.  

Summary details are set out below: 

Domestic Commissions  
Partner Company will pay £25 per dual-fuel switch to Hastings Borough Council Community Fund. 

How this amount is used and in what proportions is entirely at HBC’s discretion. 

Potential of the scheme: 
 HBC has a population of 86,979 in around 36,000 households.  

 If 10% switch, it’s a community fund of £90,000. Anyone can switch, private and council 

tenant alike.  

 This could amount to a collective saving of £1,368,000* for those who participate in the 

scheme. (*Customers switching via our comparison site have seen an average annual saving 

of £380 on dual-fuel switch.) 

 If 20% switch, it’s a community fund of £180,000 and a potential collective saving of 

£2,736,000* (*Customers switching via our comparison site have seen an average annual 

saving of £380 on dual-fuel switch.) 

Process: 
 The Partner Company create a white labelled switching website for HBC.  

 HBC residents carry out the comparison and switch. 

 The switch takes around 28 days to complete. Once the Partner Company receive 

confirmation from the new supplier that the switch has been completed, they will receive 

notification of the payment schedule from the new supplier.  This can be from 2 weeks to 3 

months after the switch completion (depending on the new supplier). As soon as the Partner 

Company receive payment, the Council will receive payment. 

 

Commercial Commissions 

 
Exact figures are unknown until a commercial utility contract is tendered through its supplier list for 

the best available deal.   

Potential of the scheme: 
 Following assessment of the number of companies in Hastings Borough. 

 The Partner Company will incentivise the Council acting as an introducer with 20% of the 

revenue that the contract generates. 
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 Alternatively, the Partner Company will incentivise the Council acting as a broker with 50% of 

the revenue that the contract generates. 

Process: 
 The Partner Company create a white labelled switching website for HBC.  

 HBC companies set out and provide their current sites, rates and deals. 

 Companies establish what sort of deal they are looking for in terms of security, site 

consolidation and contract duration etc 

 The deal is brokered across all utility companies and the company decide which option to 

accept. 

 HBC take a percentage share of the benefits 

 

Clearly benefits will depend on size, scope and numbers of businesses, spread into other areas 

(districts and boroughs) and take up. With the Council being the landlord of so many businesses in 

the Borough, Hastings BC are in a strong position to disseminate and deliver on this.  

This also assists the Council to build business to business relationships when discussing the 

installation of PV arrays, agreements over demand side response and energy savings opportunities. 

We would be pleased to provide a link up and introduction to this organisation. 

Assess M&E Contract 

We have not had sight of the Council’s M&E contract with DCB Kent but conversations during our 

visit suggest that there would be merit in assessing the terms of this contract. Firstly, to ensure that 

what it says is being adhered to by contractors and secondly to adjust terms in order that any future 

re-letting of the contract provides the Council with a solution that is both cost effective and fit for 

purpose. We have experience of drafting and letting M&E Contracts and would be pleased to get 

involved in either process. 

Building Management Systems (BMS) 

We were unable gain access to interrogate the TREND BMS system during our visits to sites. It would 

be worthwhile conducting a thorough analysis of the TREND system to assess whether it is fit for 

purpose, sensors are calibrated and schematics set up to allow for user ability to easily adjust 

settings. We understand that the old Trend in Muriel Matters House is not working. 

A BMS that is not controlled is effectively the same as a set of light switches that are not turned off. 

We would be pleased to provide an associate TREND and Tridium BMS specialist to address this for 

the Council. 
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Salix 

We understand that HBC do not operate a Salix Finance fund. It would be our recommendation that 

this is redressed. Salix finance is a 0% loan from Government to deliver energy and carbon reduction 

measures. There are three principle criteria that need to be met in instigating these technologies.  

i. The technology must exhibit ‘additionality’. I.e. it must be new and proven technology such 

as LED lighting or Destratification. It cannot simply be a new boiler to replace an old boiler. 

ii. The cost paid for every tonne of carbon saved must not exceed £100. 

iii. The payback for the technology must not exceed 5 years. 

All the above would allow for all the energy measures and technologies recommended in this report 

to be permitted (Salix is not allowable for renewable technologies because they are already 

incentivised elsewhere and this would affect state aid rules). 

By initiating a Salix programme, the fund (which is matched by the Council) can be recycled year on 

year as savings from the technology are delivered.  

This means that so long as the technology meets the three criteria above and Council framework 

rules/OJEU procurement, where appropriate, then the install can be commenced without the need 

to discuss through corporate board and council committees. 

This means that the Council can embark on projects with limited delays, the fund is self-sustaining 

and a 5-year plan can be established to allow the Council to plan. 

We have many years of experience of Salix and several contacts within the Salix organisation and 

would be happy to provide you with more details of how this might work for Hastings Borough 

Council. 
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Water 

Whilst water was not in the remit of the works put forward in this contract, we would be pleased to 

quote to carry out billing assessments to establish areas of leakage or mis-selling. This would be 

based on a percentage of savings found and would cost the Council nothing should no such savings 

be located.  

Such an investigation would be timely given the recent deregulation of the water industry as it will 

place HBC in a strong position to consider if, and/or when, it should change suppliers and better 

understand its baseline position.  

Whilst water is a relatively (compared with energy) inexpensive commodity, we have recently found 

over £4,500 of annual savings for a local District Council and this would be provided through our 

partners on a no win, no fee scenario where payment could come from savings. 
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Funding Solution 

Grants and Loans  

This study finds a great many opportunities for the installation of renewable technologies. In some 

cases, these rely on some specific areas being addressed. Not least of these is the ability to replace 

asbestos roofs to some of the Council’s commercial buildings, the will of tenants to allow roofs to be 

adapted and self-repairing lease contracts to be adjusted.  

Moreover, the Government’s incentives are subject to digression (reduction) and certain buildings 

do not meet criteria including Energy Performance Certificates - achieving a level D (which we have 

sought to ensure in the buildings we have recommended). These incentives are also reduced at the 

point where the organisation installing PV arrays reaches a certain point (number of roofs). The roofs 

put forward in this report exceed that number (25) and as such it would be prudent to consider 

solutions to this.  

One such solution may be to install roofs in the name of long term tenants. However, perhaps a 

more logical approach would be to allow a local environmental group to take responsibility for this.  

1066 Energy, perhaps as a Community Interest Company (CIC), might be just the organisation to do 

this provided their terms of reference meet the needs of the Council and a contract can be drawn up 

to provide mutual value and benefit to all concerned. Similarly, it maybe that the Council needs to 

embark on the creation of an Energy Services Company (ESCo) or Micro Utility Company. Once 

direction of travel is clearer regarding a decision on which technologies to take forward, this can 

begin to be addressed. 

It would be recommended that the Council decides which of its roofs it wants to investigate before 

embarking on serious negotiations with organisations such as 1066 Energy. 

We would propose that audits and assessments take place at the key commercial properties with a 

view to addressing PV, demand response and energy reduction techniques and technologies and 

training. This could also be linked to fleet assessments. 

It was noticeable that at many of the owned but not operated sites that CLS Energy visited, there are 

many relatively easy savings that can be made. This will undoubtedly be the case for other sites 

within the HBC estate.  

The South East LEP (SELEP) through the European Structural Investment Forum (ESIF) programme 

currently has Low Carbon Green Growth funds with Brighton University. The government will 

provide 2/3 funding for DC Heat. There will be European ERDF Grants for SME energy efficiency in 

the region. 
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Power Purchase Agreements 

A Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), sometimes known as an electricity power agreement, is a 

contract between two parties, one which generates electricity (in this case, Hastings Borough 

Council) and one which is looking to purchase electricity.  

In this case, the buyer might be the tenant of some the commercial properties concerned for rooftop 

solar or potentially an energy company or pension scheme for the larger generation technologies 

such as large wind and solar.  

Investors such as pension schemes are keen to invest in these sort of financial vehicles because the 

returns are inflation linked long term (20 years) by UK Government and effectively guaranteed at a 

fixed rate for the duration of that period, once commissioned.  

Because solar has no moving parts, if it is operating successfully in the first few months, then it 

should only require periodic maintenance and inverter replacement throughout it life.  

ESCo 

According to OFGEM, in its most developed form, an Energy Services Company (ESCo) provides a 

commitment to deliver the benefits of energy, such as comfort, or refrigeration, or heat into an 

industrial process, to a specified level of performance and reliability. 

There are several UK Council’s that have set up ESCos in recent years. Most are subtly different but 

all largely conform to the description above. An independent supplier such as a council, can play an 

important role in the energy market by creating better outcomes for consumers by bringing greater 

choice and diversity through driving innovation and increasing competition.  

As a licensed supplier, the Council can use its reputation and skills, on its own or alongside supplier 

partners, to address fuel poverty and affordable warmth issues to areas of multiple deprivation in its 

borough region. 

The Council might sell an independent energy supply service such as a supplier switching 

opportunity (as mentioned earlier) or the sale of renewable energy generated on its sites. It might 

then add value to the provision of this service or ‘green’ energy supply by providing an additional 

aspect of the business or residential customer’s need.  

This could be for example, the provision of heat (as discussed in detail above wrt Bohemia Road). It 

may be as simple as the Council procuring energy (perhaps low carbon energy) and then selling this 

gas and/or electricity to meet the consumer’s need.  

This might be based on a fixed monthly fee, heat metered supply or merely charged on the square 

metre area of the property in question.   

Both PPA and ESCo models may well have application for Hastings BC when setting up and taking 

forward this project.  
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Fleet 

Parks Fleet – Adjustments and Alternative Vehicles 

We have conducted an assessment on the 4 park vehicles (2# Land Rovers and 2# Toyota Hilux) and 

there may be potential to consider more efficient vehicles at the point of replacement.  

It is notable that only 3 of the 4 vehicles had any mileage recorded during the period of data 

provided. As such it would be sensible to review the fleet and sell this 4th vehicle if it is that it is not 

being used. Only the 3 vehicles for which we have mileage data have been used in our assessment 

and this 4th vehicle has not been factored into our savings calculations.  

Consideration has been given to replacement with Mitsubishi Outlander 4x4 vehicles which would 

have a 30-mile electric range along with petrol back up. This should be sufficient for daily use in and 

around Hastings and with rapid charging available in Hastings, a 30-minute charge would have these 

vehicles back on the road relatively quickly. By replacing these vehicles at their next natural change, 

the following will be achieved: 

Detail Measure 1Fa Annual 
saving £ 

Capital cost Payback (Years) 

    

Three of four ranger vehicles 1685 12,510* 0.88 

*This cost relates to a comparison cost on should not be used for the process of proving payback. 

If the proposal to replace these vehicles is to occur later, it is envisaged that there will be alternative 

electric 4x4 vehicles and SUVs available with longer ranges in the foreseeable future. Whilst we are 

aware of many of these coming to market, prices and terms have yet to be agreed on most of them 

Technology Adjustments 

 

The 4 park vehicles (2# Land Rovers and 2# Toyota Hilux) have been assessed and there are some 

tuning alterations that we would propose that would expect to deliver savings of around 15%. The 

tuning predicates on the fact that all such diesel vehicles are legally required to be designed to 

operate in all world market conditions (with extremes of altitude, temperature, precipitation and 

heat levels).  

 

 

 

 

Detail of 

Measure 

Identified Applicability

Identified 

Energy Savings 

Yr 1 (kWh)

Averaged 

annual savings 

(£) 

Capital cost 

to instigate 

£

Payback 

period 

(Year)

Fleet

Measure 1Fb 

Ranger Vehicles

Engine 

adjustment

Three Ranger 

vehicles
376 1144 3.04

Measure 1Fa 

Ranger Vehicles
Change to EV

Three Ranger 

vehicles
1685 12510 0.88

Total All Measures 459070 37422 103562 2.77
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In fact, these vehicles operate in a clearly defined region of the South Coast of the UK. By tuning out 

these extremes from the Parks vehicles, significant fuel economies will be made. We have assessed 

all four of these vehicles but only factored for the three that are currently being driven. (Clearly 

there will be no fuel efficiency savings available for a vehicle that drives no miles). 

Savings potential is set out below: 

 

Detail (Measure 1Fb) Annual 
saving £ 

Capital cost £ Payback (Years) 

Three of four ranger vehicles 376 1,144 3.04 
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EV Funding 

There are currently four (4) EV charging points in and around Hastings. See below:  

 

With Government OLEV grant funding available for on-street chargers currently, it would be 

advisable to compile appropriate evidence and bid for this funding. We have good relationships with 

all the major EV charger manufacturers and suppliers and would be pleased to assist the Council 

with this process were it of interest to Hastings. We also have experience of mapping charging 

infrastructure provision across the whole of Buckinghamshire in terms of viability parameters such 

as capacity, routing, traffic flow and usage. 

The four EV charge points in Hastings are located at Marina Surface Car Park (HBC Rapid 43kW), St 

Leonards Nissan (Fast 7kW), Pelham Place Surface Car Park (HBC Fast 7kW) and Covehurst Bay 

Holiday Cottage (Slow 3kW and Fast 7kW). 
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Council Grey Fleet 

The Council’s experience with business use vehicles has some history. There are some lease cars, 

some arbitrary essential users, some casual users, some staff are paid lump sums each month and 

don’t claim and some are driving and not claiming at all.  

Co-Wheels provide 2 cars for Hastings. These are useable for all, both Council staff and the public. 

The Council has provided 2 free spaces for these cars. For financial, air quality, emissions and 

reputational reasons, it may be worth considering electric or hybrid cars to serve this purpose. 

Council has around £30m of reserves in the bank but much of this is earmarked for cliff repairs and 

potential law suits over the peer. There is interest in a Council run housing company. Prudential 

PWLB borrowed money interest rates are at 2.25% fixed for 20 years at time of report.  

CLS Energy Ltd have had great success in reducing fleet costs, rationalising and controlling fleet 

transport operations across various public and private sector organisations. We work with a range of 

providers and it is likely that we will be able to provide significant savings from addressing this fleet 

if detail of mileage claims, vehicle details and fuel use can be made available.  

Areas of potential interest would be: 

• Baseline of annual mileages and costs 

• Payments and Policies 

• Essential, Casual and other user allowances 

• Potential Solutions - Car Share/Pool 

• Car /Lift Sharing – incentives 

• Engine tuning 

• Behavioural Training 

• Alternative Fuels 

• Assessment of Co Wheels 

• EV Infrastructure 

• Battery Storage 

 

Heavy Fleet Assessment – Kier contractor 

The contractor that operates this contract along with the adjoining East Sussex boroughs and 

districts is Kier waste. The contract is expected to end by 2019. This contract is a joint consortium 

agreement between 5 or 6 councils. This is Keir’s own fleet. 

There are a range of assessments that CLS Energy Ltd can conduct on a fleet of this type that will be 

likely to yield significant fuel reduction and cost savings. Data was unfortunately not available from 

Kier at time of this report and as such we have been unable to carry out any investigation at this 

point. We would be pleased to carry out this work in the future once the situation with the waste 

contract is clearer.  

We would expect to be able to save this fleet significant sums of money from a range of 

technologies, installations, driver behaviours and controls. 
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Next steps. If full fuel pumped data can be provided against each vehicle registration, make and 

model, along with access to view a sample of these vehicles, we can evaluate and properly assess 

the anticipated savings of adopting a range of recommendations and financial savings numbers can 

be calculated and placed alongside this. 

It was understood following discussions with site operatives that there are likely to be significant 

opportunity for fuel saving and fuel cost saving within the Kier operation and we would want to 

ensure that Hastings BC receive a share in the financial benefit from this.   
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Conclusion and Next Steps 

There are several areas that would benefit from closer inspection and investigation. These include but 

are not limited to: 

Addressing energy measures and controls and behaviours across, not only the nine Council owned 

and operated buildings addressed, (following visits to six such sites), but also the remaining Council 

operated stock. There looks to be significant opportunity for joint working with tenanted companies 

on issues surrounding energy efficiency, demand response and on-site energy generation. We have 

located solutions for replacement of, and installation of, solar PV to asbestos roofs. We can provide 

costed comparisons against existing quote to re-clad or replace these roofs if such maintenance 

information can be made available. 

Work on district heating seems to suggest that more work should be conducted in the Bohemia Road 

area as this site looks to be the most viable in terms of White Rock redevelopment plans, 

appropriateness of premises, disruptive digging required, site types and locations for energy centre.  

We feel there may well be opportunity to work with organisation as such as 1066 Energy to assist the 

Council to roll out as many of the viable renewable installations as possible. 

There look to be significant savings that can be made regarding the Councils fleet operation. Whilst 

we have only been able to touch the surface with the assessment of ranger vehicles, if we could have 

access to grey fleet and Council business usage details, we feel there will be significant rationalisation 

savings available.  

Moreover, whilst timing may not be right to address the refuse and recycling fleet (currently operated 

by Kier), we have observed enough to recognise that there will be significant savings to be made to 

such a fleet, be it in house Council operated or contracted.  

If the Council’s future contract is let externally, we would strongly recommend that the contract be 

worded to allow for any fuel/cost savings made to be shared with the Council. Equally we would be 

happy to assist the Council to specify vehicles, measures and behaviours before any contract letting. 

The way in which energy is managed through Laser and the way in which it is managed and controlled 

would benefit from addressing in terms of data gathering, checking, metering and building 

management systems. Taken across the board, there would be significant savings to be made from 

addressing these and taking control of buildings and fleet.  

Similarly, there is work that can be done on behaviours and Energy Policy production that would assist 

the Council to keep its costs down, utilise the knowledge of its staff and have a better handle on its 

operation. 

CLS Energy Ltd have located and costed 15 technologies across 9 sites (six of which visited) that 

together will deliver year one savings of over £35,000. As these are Council operated, Hastings can 

expect to see these savings in their energy bills from expenditure of £90,000 with an ROI of c 10% and 

payback of 2.54 years.  

We have located numerous additional savings to buildings owned by Hastings which are discussed 

herein. It is reasonable to assume that negotiations should take place with commercial tenants to 

share costs and benefits of these as part of the Councils repair and maintenance programme (and in 

light of legislation from April 2018 requiring landlords to get buildings to EPC level D prior to leasing or 

sale). 
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We have set out potential for solar PV arrays on 10 Council owned and operated roofs which, with a 

£440,000 investment should return around £67,000 in their first year; offering around 14% ROI on an 

8-year payback.  

A further 35 potential applications for Solar PV on Council owned and tenant operated buildings show 

a first-year return of £200,000 on a £1.45m investment delivering approximately 12-14% ROI over an 

8-year payback. There are additional roofs where asbestos removal and replacement with PV roofs 

can be made viable and we have partner companies that can deliver this. 

There are 15 large scale renewable energy project put forward, some five of which we feel would be 

worthy of further investigation. These five will need a good deal more work to get to feasibility but 

indicatively show a £4.367m investment delivering £594,00 in the first year on approximately 12% ROI 

with payback around 7-8 years.  

There is potential for battery storage in the right locations and grid connections. More work is needed 

here to thoroughly assess this but the revenue streams available here for the right location start at 

around £30,000 per year with no capital investment.  

CLS Energy Ltd feel that there is currently a great deal of scope for electric vehicle (EV) infrastructure 

and with Government funding available, now would be a good time to target this to enhance the local 

air quality, decarbonise road transport and link to some of the renewable generation discussed to 

mobile energy storage, leading to better utilisation of energy and reduced peaks in demand. 

Throughout the report we have discussed areas where CLS Energy Ltd may be able to assist further 

with a variety of the opportunities proposed. We have not discussed details of our associates, 

partners or contact companies within this public report but will prepare a private report for this 

purpose. 
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Comparisons between CLS Energy and Regen SW 
reports. 
 
Whilst the reports have a different set of priorities, there are similarities within the CLS Energy 
(Consultancy) Ltd report and the Regen SW report. These are highlighted principally in overlaps that 
relate to: 
 
Renewable energy, specifically solar. 
 
Our focus on this project has been on sizing both solar and wind appropriate to incentives available. 
On building mounted arrays, where consumption is known or believed to be low, we have kept 
arrays sub 30kW to benefit from ‘presumed export’. We have sized buildings individually rather than 
on mass because we don’t believe we would be likely to achieve sign-up to a whole industrial estate. 
Where possible we have kept array sizes low, in keeping with consumption and with the aim of 
ensuring optimal FIT incentive payments. We have used all figures to 30 Sep 2017.  
 
Whilst we accept the potential for a ground mount array adjacent to Castleham Industrial Estate, the 
cost to private wire, concerns mentioned re playground and significantly reduced FIT rate make this 
less attractive in our view than installing directly to commercial roofs; arrays that, as far as possible 
would be designed to meet the on-site demands of the tenant operators. 
 
On field-scale solar, whilst we would accept that a 5MW array is physically possible at Pebsham, in 
our view, the rates are so low at this level as to be unviable. We have sized based on what was 
believed to be available grid capacity there of 3MW (so 2.8MWp) which we now know is not 
available to us.  We then rationalised this down further to allow for the optimal FIT rate, which is 
more than three times higher when the array is kept below 1MW compared to when it is over 1MW.  
 
We would agree that there are numerous examples of solar arrays on ex landfill sites and this land-
rise site ought not to be a problem. Whilst there may be a case for power purchase agreements, 
contract for difference (CfD) – possibly, and FIT are now the only real shows in town for financing 
solar and as such, seeking the best return over 20 years must be taken into consideration. 
 
We would question the logic in 3# 500kW solar arrays at Pebsham when the FIT rate is static at 
£0.0159/kWh between 250kW and 1,000kW. As such we would advocate an install as close to the 
upper end (1,000kWp) as possible. We would also question the payback of 7.6 years at this rate 
given the statement from Regen that CfD “is unlikely to support solar PV projects under current 
proposals”. We can't make our 2.8MW array pay back in under 18 years.  
 
We have placed little emphasis on solar car ports other than at Priory Street MSCP (which could 
allow top floor to be closed off to the public and effectively secured from theft or vandalism at very 
little cost).  
 
The reasons for this are FIT rate for ground mount, vandalism and cost of security as well as 
framework costs. Our proposal for Priory Street MSCP is not for car ports and would effectively close 
off this floor of the car park. We await completion and provision of template from Regen SW to 
allow a direct comparison between parameters used by each organisation. This to address any 
questions raised over unusual paybacks in the Regen SW report. 
 
Renewable energy, specifically wind. 
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We have focused activity on wind at and around Pebsham Landfill and Upper Wilting Farm. Whilst 
Ore may have potential in terms of wind speeds, the comments from respondents at previous times 
of discussion over this have lead us to believe that this would not receive public support and would 
consume large costs pre-planning with no likely positive result. Our view is that large (for which we 
would contend 2.5MW) wind would not achieve planning permission at Upper Wilting Farm but that 
smaller turbines may well. We have focused on a single 1.5MW turbine because the FIT rate for 
turbines larger than this drops four-fold from £0.032/kWh to £0.0081/kWh and this must be the 
major consideration here. Not least because we would agree that CfD is not a viable option for on-
shore wind. We believe we might just get away with a 1.5MW rotor height at this location. 
 
Our view of urban wind is similarly cautious for the promenade. However, our view would be that if 
it was acceptable as an option to consider, as with other sites, an investigatory mast should be 
installed. We would concur that a largely non-turning wind turbine on full view of the populace of 
Hastings would be very bad reputationally. If this were to be trialled, we would recommend this 
turbine be installed at the crematorium… pending details awaited from UK Power networks 
regarding connection viability. 
 
Electrical supply options 
 
Our opinions in becoming an energy supplier are not dissimilar but we have different proposals and 
offerings here. Our view would be that, as with LASER, buying into another Council’s white label 
product (e.g. Sussex Tariff) will always place HBC in a weaker position financially than creating an in-
house solution or dealing direct. We work with several brokerage partners that can provide access to 
the entire energy market and meeting all Council procurement requirements should Hastings wish to 
test the market in readiness for a change of supplier/provider. 
 
Energy Storage 
 
We would agree with the comments made on energy storage although the space required for the 
sort of storage we are talking about does not require mapping at the level shown on P31. Our focus 
here would be on linking energy storage to intermittently generating renewable energy solutions. 
We feel that focus should be at large consumer sites such as the Castleham or Ponswood Industrial 
Estates to flatten peaks in demand. Our view would be that there is a benefit in utilising mobile 
battery storage from an EV vehicle fleet to assist with this aim. We feel that these sites should be 
investigated further to establish most appropriate sites in terms of energy demand and maximum 
demand. UK Power Networks have moved on from providing back up battery storage technologies. 
That said, with the right location and generation source, there may be potential for stationery 
battery storage as a direct connection to grid. 
 
Heat Networks. 
 
We have focussed our heat network activity on the Bohemia Road area as this is a concentrated area 
of largely public buildings with some good heat demand, sufficient space for an energy centre and at 
least one site (Summerfield’s Leisure Centre) where excess heat can be beneficially ‘dumped’ in the 
pool.  
 
We have also looked at the four-high rise residential flats as have Regen (P44) but our focus here 
also links to the Ponswood Industrial Estate. Our focus has been more CHP led than heat pump lead 
and biomass but, we would contend that the energy centre is a secondary aspect once the area in 
question has been established as viable.  
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It is unlikely that BEIS would fund all options tabled for a Heat Network study. Since there were too 
many unknowns at Conquest hospital, for example, we had no detail of demand, generation or detail 
of proposed regeneration housing near the hospital, we have left this for Regen SW whose area of 
expertise this is. Our view is that proximate and soft dig locations at Bohemia and the four high-rise 
locations would be the areas that would lend themselves most viably to further investigation into 
heat networks. 
 
Electric Vehicles 
 
We would broadly agree with the comments made concerning EV and EV infrastructure. That said, 
comparisons with London and Milton Keynes (and ability to park free of charge there) are perhaps 
an unreasonable comparison given the amount of government grant these areas have received to 
develop these technologies. 
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Closing Remarks 

General Recommendations: 

It was observed that control of energy in the building is well managed and facilities and electrical 

management of the buildings is controlled very well. At times of both visits there was no apparent 

use of simultaneous heating and cooling.  

Caveat 

The purpose and intention of this report and assessment is to highlight at a high level, areas from 

which to focus activity in reducing energy use, deriving income and saving costs. 

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the assessment process through the 

recommendation report and calculations made. Assumption have had to be made throughout this 

process where, for example, data has been unavailable, could not be proven or where further site 

visits are required to finalise, for example more precise energy use or capital costs. 

The Supplier shall under no circumstances whatever be liable to the Customer, whether in contract, 

tort (including negligence), breach of statutory duty, or otherwise, for any loss of profit, or any 

indirect or consequential loss arising under or connected with the Contract. 

The Supplier's total liability to the Customer in respect of all other losses arising under or connected 

to the Contract, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), breach of statutory duty, or 

otherwise, shall in no circumstances exceed 100% of the Charges to be paid or paid under this 

Contract. 

Alan Asbury 

EED Article 8 (ESOS) Lead Assessor: Chartered Energy Manager with the Energy Institute, London. 

Member Number 0043209. alan.asbury@clsenergy.com   

 

Author: 

Alan Asbury 

Director 
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End. 
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